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ABSTRACT
This study was sponsored by the Office of Advanced .Research and
Technoloty,- NASA Headquarters, Washinfton, D.C., and gas-under the : - -_/
..... )liJt4_rials Application Space Veh/cle structm'es Rese_,: - - . ...? ._- .... _:-....
sectionall--ed, prefabricated panel members which are nested with
respect to each other in a stack having an efficient packaging density.
These structures and an equipment for automatically assembling them
are described.
Prel _!j_alr¥ parametric data is developed for the deslKn of PATIO'
Krmss for computinK:_ the- -effects of these deflections on the far field .....
radiation of the antenna are about half completed. :.-
....... .. . - .... .
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1. SU_qARY.
1.0 GENERAL.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the application of
RATIO automaticall_ assembled structures to 8paceborne paraboloidaI,
- - antennas. ThestUdy investigates the available trade-offa in the
antenna structural properties to achieve given r-f and maneuverability
c'haracteristics in the antenna. Emphasis is placed on developing and
simulating the relationships between the antenna structural, maneuver-
ability, and r-f parameters, Specific attention ks given to the
influences of material properties, structural configuration, antenna
r-f geometry, slewing rates and on-board masses on the structural
properties of th e RATl0_antennas. - .... -
Because of necessary minimum_ investmentB in weight of automatic
assembly equipments, At is estimated._that_the-RaTIO amtennasare .........
attractive, from a weight point of view, for reflector sizes in excess
of 20 to 30 feet. Antenna sizes as large as 10,000 feet are
congidered.
2.0 "RATIO" STRUCTURES. - -_
: .... -.i-;::_TiO: !y:a_bled'atructures, descried in: Se-ct-_on:'li, :
.... "...
_ / each' other i_ astack ;havi_ a _ hilly -e_ffcient i___-density. -_-, : -_
-nestect paneIs, whlch i0un}: _h -_bs_st_-a8 the-antenna:r-f feed told-:.:....
the attitude controllers, re-enf0rce one another to minimize the
structural rigidity needed to l_uadle the l_ost-ph_ shock and vibra-
tion loads. Because of this, privy attention is given tothe loads
imposed on the orbited and deploye_structure and to the investigation
........... l-I
of the effects of these loads on structural distortions, These
_t
In orbit RATIO structures are basically deflection limited. It
is estimated that- the greatest structursl deflections will result
I from the steering torques generated by the attitude controllers.
Accordingly, the greatest attention is given to these deflectionao
distortions are evaluated in terms of the r-f performance of the RATIO
Structural errors due to manufacturing tolerances_ assembly tolerances
and thermal distortions which also influence the antenna performance
are given only secondary consideration at this time.
_2.1.. AU_blAT/_ -ASSEMB_ N_Jt_-:- ..............................................
......... tQ_the_atack-_f_Pane_s.`___when_the_._stack.ha_been_rbited_the_m-ach_nery_ "
operating at low speeds and with negligible driving accelerations,
assembles the antenna. A typical configuration of the machinery, may
three orthogona ! flywheels or equivalent, are located on the backside
of the structure where they do not interfere with the r-f performance
..................... j
........ of the antenna. " .........
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3.0 ANAt.¥TICAL NODEI_o
In Section IlI analyses are made of slmplified, planar parametric
Section IV.
3,1
To perform preliminary analyses discrete-parameter structural and
r-f models are assumed for the RATIO antennas. These models are planar
with the reflector mass, the masses of the attitude actuators (plus the
associated non-propulsive power supply), and the sasses of the r-f feed
system (plus its electronics and power supply) concentrated at the
..................... =.____.:_-_.__s-accelersted about a control axis and the
........ r_e_i-a__mputed at each of the structural junctions. In
putting these forces into the GD/A structural analysis program t the
deflections are computed at each of the structural junctions.- _pical
• . - __ '_ - . - ...............
_ ..._ _ de_ect_.On__:_t_te_r_s___forJ_e--d..r_eet_on cospon-en_i---_r__lar to -the
The choice of parameters to minimise the normalised rws
deflections do not generally correspond with the choice of parameters
to _ax/mi_e. -the_ ailowable turning_ and- algw_ngrates. - F£fjs. III-4_ .to -
111-45 indicate turing and slewing rates vs. structural mass fractions.
Fig. 111-47 indicates the influence of changes in independent para-
meters on the deflections and turning and slewing rates.
3 . 2 DETAILED MODEL.
As in the case of the planar model a Imaped-constant sprlng-sums
system is assumed for the detailed structural model. Also, in the
detailed r-f model the pha_e distortions across the aperture (due to
structural distortilons)-are considered at discrete areas on the
aperture. Th_le_-_errors_are _d together with other geometric
factors to establish the far field radiation of the antenna.
As a result of this study, 7090 computer programs have been
developed for the detailed analyses of the reaction loads and torques
at the s txnlct_al junctions_ (due _o prescribed--attitude-maneuvers)-and
the resultant structural-deflections. :Progrm for _t/_g the_. far - :--:-:
_-_: " :percent: COsp- !etien_stal__> -_:_Fig..--1.2 oetl, m-th_ i __,i __--
: _ progrm-iinputs in: Fig. I'2 inelude:! - --
Structural geometry: the grid spacing of the structural beams,
type of feed support structure, number of panels , location of feed,
etc. ..... "
DEFLECTION
!NALYS IS _ _
PROPEI_ I ES
MATF_IAL PROPFA_I ES
STIFFNESS MATRIX
REACTION
TORQUES
AND LOADS
ACTUATOR DISTRIBUTIONS
ACTUATOR TORQUE CONSTANTS
ON-BOARD MASS FRACTIONS
SLEWING RATES
FORENAT
_L
Ft_CTI_ OF FEED BFAM FACTOI_
E
Fig. t-2. Outline of computer progrBms, i
..... t-6 ...................................
Actuator distributions: the number of actuator and the locations
of the actuators.
Actuator torque constmats:_ tJhe torque-to-m_s ratios of the
actuators.
On-board mass fractions: the ratios Of the masses of the feedt
actuators, non-propulsive power system, etc. to the over-all antenna
Bass,
Slewing rates: steady state angular accelerations about one or
more control axes.
Antenna geometry: the focal-length-to-diameter ratio, location
of feed with respectto focal point, aperture blocka_e, reflector
contour, etc. _
Nkanufacturing tolerance and thermal distortions: these affect
the far field radiation and must be added to the deflections caused
by the reaction torques and loads.
The _a3or program outputs are the radiation patternl from which
the gain, _side l_s_ nulls and beam factors can be determined.
............... . /. _
accuracy mid to eventually approach-an error-free -,,_aOalyais of the
structural deflections. Likewise, by increasing the detail in the
subdivision of the aperture, the far field radiation can be
established with increased accuracy. Matrix partitioning methods
make it possible to substantially extend the capabilities of the
7090 for these computations._
1-7 . ...............
4. O RELATED PROB_ AREAS .
The appendix of this report summarizes the work done in various
areas that are related with RATIO atruct_res_. : ..... " ±: _ -- -' -
5.0 OTHER APPLICATIONS FOR "RATIO- STRUCTURES.
Because the investigated RATIO antennas have paraboloid of
revolution reflectors the results of this study are applicable, in
part, to solar collectors. The major differences between the
structural requlrements of spaceborne antennas and concentrators
arise from (1) the generally greater parasitic weights of the
continuous concentrator reflector surfaces compared to screen mesh
....... _mtenna reflectOr-sUl_faces, _ -(2) the need to primarily control re-
....... flector .surface-angular deviatien toleranc:es on the concentrator
reflector surface rather than the linear tolerances which are more
significant in the case of the antenna.
RATIO automatically assembled structures may also be usedto
!-8 ...........................
6.0 _DATIONS FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS
6.1 COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
The computer proKramsfor loads and deflections on the detailed RATIO
antenna structure are complete and the programs for the far field radi-
at£on and pattern plotting are about half complete. It is recommended
that the incomplete programs be completed so that benefit can be derived
from the work done in formulating them.
In combination these programs provide a powerful tool for the analysis
and evaluation of various antenna structures under the influence of
mechanical loads.
6.2 PARAH_RIC DATA
When t_e detailed computer programs are completed it is possible to generate
data on tee tradeoffs between the antenna structural and r-f performance
parameters. It is recommended that t_ts data be developed and that it include
the par_ameters_co._m!.._red, in Section Ill--as well as the many omitted param-
eters, as spelled out in_ction III. The development of this data serves to i
6.3 EIASTIC STABILITY
Because of the minimal loads /mposod on tke RATIO antenna structures duo to
boost-phase shock and vibration, and •because the deplo_ed structures are
deflection ltm/ted, it follows tl_t extremely light weipt, efficient etx_o-
lures can be used. Those structures _awe fundamentallF lira/ted bF tke allowable
minimum cross sectional wall thickness that can be used in the structural
members, It is recommended that a_aple sections as applied to RATIO
antennas be tested to study the structural material and confi&qarational
factors that influence the elastic stability of these sections,
For the same reasons that RATIO structures may be limited by elastic Lnsta-
bility-they may a/so be limited by thermal instability, It is recommended
that the existing computer program for analyzing structural deflections due
to mechanical loads, be extended to include thermal loads. It is also recom-
mended that influence of spectral surface qualities and configuration factors
on structural thermal gradients he _uvestigated, With knowledge about the
. thermal gradients, ___gr_s_ to eYa£uat_ _.the struet_at .distortiozm _ they _-
induce, it will be possible to effectively investigate RATIO thermal
stability problems.
6.5 PACKAGING AND AUTOMATIC ASSEMBLY
Further study of alternate means for subdividing the antenna structure into
_ p anel____at can--be-neN_ad-.the_et_aatically_abled _ul-d [0ntri_te ....
to a better --
......... _at__ of the p___s/:.a_d=__emaa-of_ATXO-_a_enaa_Bta-u©t_m, ..... - -
...... packag/ng de_nsities,-speclfic *structural we_ghts_-etc,--for:which_the dif-
ferent methods are most applicable,
The square grid structure considered in the s.t.udy £s /nherently _le_
-_ stable than a triangular-grid structure. It is reeo_ended-that automati--
cally assemblabLe structures truing triangular panels be investigated.
....................... I-i0 .........
6.6 OTHER APPLICATIONS FOR "RATIO _ STRUCTURI_
As a result of the wo_ on RATIO antenna structures it has been found that
the RATIO struct_s _d automatic assembly methods can be applied to solar
.......... _ ...... co nc ent_ators _ _and _l_-sO1ir _=panels i -u 'wel I _"aJ:_yl_ ndri eali': sp_er ical _ ........._........
lenticul_ _and toroidal structures for apace station, re-entry body0 or
lunar shelter applications. It is proposed that these applications be
investlsatedo
As in the case of the antennas, means for sectionalizing, packaging,
and automatically assembling the structures should be studied. Investlga-
tions nould also be made of pressure sealinl of t_e enveloped structures
(for space station and lunar shelter applications) by extensions of the
automatic assembly process. The assembly process could be used for roll
sealinK_ or triggering the explosive sealing of mating panel edges. Nanual
nethods for sealing t_e joints, after the structure has been assenbled,
should also be looked into.
............. 6.? STRt_Y_L-ANALYS_S-_gC_HNI_4_S .....................................
Core size, which now is t_e limitln_ factor, appears to be stayins _n t_e
30-40 K reKion.
I-II ............... 1
It i8 therefore recommended that effort be expended to face this prob-
lem alon E t_ese lines:
(a) Full exploitation of the Structural Principles of Symaetry and
-- Ant_-_Xmmetry. ..... " _
(b) Further development of the method of substructures.
(c) Exploitatlon of the inherent symmetry of structural analysis
matrices in devising methods of solution - i.e.. improvin I inver-
sion and solving subroutines°
II "RATIOm AUTOMATICALLY ASSE_LED STRUCTURES
(By P. Slysh)
1.0 GENERAL
Thin sect£on describes an idealized-RATIO antenna system includin K i_S .....
..... structures, attit_le actuators, feed deployment, and in-orbit automatic
asselbly aaeiai__. The described antenna has been chosen because of its
relat/vely, symwe_rical _ad easy-to-analyze structure° This description
serves as the first step in defiling the RATIO structures that are analysed
in Section III and IV.
k specific lO0-foot-reflector-diameter antenna is assumed for the
description. RATIO automatically assembled structures are however sppli-
...... c.ble_ to many _otnor antean_ conflsuratlons ranSlaS from approxlnatelY 30 to _
1000 feet in diameter and sreater. _
2.0 STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION
The selected antenna confiKuratlon shown schematically in Fig. I consists of
a sectionalised reflector, feed, tetrnpod feed support_., an_La_ four-fl_t -
outllnedin Fi_. 2. T_efoul-_ panels t_atmount t_e feed and-aetuatorsee-
t/ons, shown in FI K. 2, are relatively massive and r/Kid structures. The
remainin_ 198 panels that form tne reflector are fitted with a screen mesh
- Suitable for reflectin_ r-f energy and _are _(relatively) st_iftcantly lean
massive and rigid. _ft_ the use Of thin-wire-fine-mas_ screen_ (wet_hi_
ACTUATORS
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0.003 to 0.007 pounds per square foot) it is possible to obtain reflector
surface adequate for operation at frequencies up to 10 Gc and corresponding
structures plus reflector surface that have On the order of. 80 to 90 percent -
open area° Because_ofthis openarea thethemi gradients from the front
to back or edKe _to_ edge on the reflector structure tend to be minimized°
The structure in Fig. I llasa uniform depth back structure. It is
possible however to vary this depth as a function of distance from the center
or any part of the reflector.
2.1 ACTUATOR AND FEED, STOWAGE AND DEPLOYMENT
As indicated in Fig° 2, the actuators consist of aflymae__/,-£1yw_e_,.drlve
and an actuator position control drive. For stowage, the actuator is
pivoted about pivot axis i parallel to the reflector face°
Each of the feed sections, consist typically of a feed horn, and sec-
tions of the receiver, transmitter or non-propulsive power systems. The
feed section is pivoted about ax/a 2 w_ich is parallel to the reflect@r face-.
. • _ ........... .... __ _ _-._ =_ =. _ _ _ ..... ¢__ £7£T_2_2£T___T222_.y2-_£__22X_Z.__T___TT. :_2_._T.22_2_ ...... L _ ...... ./,
-" ; . "- - +
2= W .................. /° .... " ............... " - - - ,-
t o flaps wnicA ._xng close to form a coatxnuous reflector surface-when the
feed section has been erected.
The feed section 18 driven, bY a preformed sprin_ into assembly at t_
focus. As shown iii-Fig2 2,-tlae spring, would In the flat oR a spool, assumes
a circular cross-sectionwhen_ unrolled. Gu/dance-for the sprimq_ is provided
............... _- _ - 11-4 .... _ ............ ]
at the transition from the flat to circular fore to direct the motion of the
unfurling feed section toward the focus, ghen the four feed sections nave
reached the focus, a magnetic or mechanical latching may be used to guide
sections gerber - "and fasten t_e to ......
The stored energy in tee rolled spring is used to actuate the unrolling
actlon and the rate of unrolllng may be controlled by a aotor or rotary
damper. If motors are used they may be employed when the antenna is assem-
bled to adjust or continuously control the position of the feed relative to
the reflector°
2.2 STOWED ANTENNA
...... The ©bOSCh panel mpen, _ and the manner in w_ic_ the actuators and feed* sec-
r .
tions are mounted on four of tAese panels atlow the entire antennat0 be
stowed as shown /n Fi s. 3. The mmbers in Fig. 3 refer to sequence in um£ch
the panels are assembled, per Fig. 1, and label the ribless corner (point X
in Fig. 2) of the panels.
T!ae stack _elgnt in F/g. 3 is base- d one_/_8 inc,-panel thickaeLs in a
direction perpendicular to the reflector surface_a__s__i_ef_t2 - _-
fasteners my have a Linimus cross section dimension tl_at is greater than the
panel tlLickne_s. To prevent the fasteners from increasing the over-all
. stacking Height, tWey are located_at staggered positions _along the panel
_ edges and corners, and cutouts-a_e appropriately provided along tlae edges and
..... - . _II-5 ..................... L-
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corners such that the fasteners and cutouts dovetail when the panels are
stacked. The loss in structural rigidity due to these cutouts can be kept
small by building up the pane/ structure around cutouts°
Since the 6 X 6 foot_anelsarere!ativ_ly_.small sections of the lOO_
foot paraboloid, their curvature has a negligible effect on the height of
the stack. Stand off bosses on the back side of tile panel faces may be used
to compensate for the reflector curvature in the stacked condition.
Excluding the four panels that mount the actuators and feed sectionst
approximately 8_ of the material in the face and ribs of each panel is cut-
out to reduce weight. The cutout face sections are replaced with very light
weight screen mesh. The cutout rib sections are rigidized0 where possibles
by ed_e_fla_es, Flanges Onr'Xb edses parallel the reflector face and are
turned out, sway from the rib and face.
Using the above cutouts and aluminum as the construction material, the
total estimated weight of t_e reflector panels is under 2000 Ibs. (i.e. about
0.2 Ibs. per square foot). This reflector can be built with a surface
accura_y_of__atleastO.08 feet.__c__make-it..applicable -for..trequencies up-.-
of Ste_:=wit_ _S_lOO,OOOpsi yield_strenEth. Then t_e we!_t of the actuator
system will be under 400 Ibso
....... II-?
The volume allocated in the four feed sections allows for at least 2400
pounds of such equipmmnt as a four horn monopulse feed, s comaunication and
tracking receiver , command control transmitters, ground link commun/cation
and data processing equipment°
3.0 RF_F_ _SSENHLY PROCEDURE
The kinematics of the RATIO assembly procedure is explained in this section.
The mechanism for carrying out the procedure is described in Section 400.
3.1 BASIC MOTIONS
Fotwbasic as_y motzons of the panels are used to assemble the reflector.
wit_ B as thenmved panel, and A as the stationary stack. In effect A is the i
position of B before the motion t ms taken place. The motions to achieve the
indicated relative panel positions are defined as I_ IR_ ti and ttR. Notions
has taken place.
A rotary actuator at point c, and attached to the stack A_ carries an
_: extendabteb__ m°vesa:see°ndr°tary:actuato_ _ fr_poin_ a 1 to point b 1. ° "
_ : The econd rotary actuator rotates the panel about al, as a 1 moves toward b I ,
m________--J
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An example of the use of the basic motions to assemble a simple square
panel i8 shown in Fig. 6. The panels are numbered in the order they are
assembled. The smarter in which the assembly _ows can be visualized by fix-
right-to-left emplacements, and motion IX for the left-to-right emplacements.
IR is
II to I,
3.2 REFLF_TOR C0_TOUR
It is evident, because of motions IR and IIR, that the panel rows must
...... reflector contour 8WDwn--in _g. I. The limitations t_at this imposes on the
panels. Thus, if such paneis as 1, 7. 16. 27, 40, 69, 85, 118, 134, 163t
176, 196 and 202 in FiE. t, are contoured, tile edge irregularity can bey if
desired, greatly reduced. The contouring is facilitatedby_ne minimum
- to the face-edgeS thatbo_ on_bs.i a]rld-2_andra-[, a-2 to the face edses
on the opposite sidesof and parallel to ribs 1 and 2. A-A, and B-B witt
denote the corners alon E which the two ribs intersect, and l-l, 2-2 true other
mate the movin E panel (per Fig, 5) and B and b the statXonarypane!.-
............................ ll-ll ............
I
RIB 2
4
1
AOR B
6 •
14
2
1 PI'o
F_g. II-7. Locations and orientations of male or
female fastener sections on a panel,
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The panels may be fsstened together between the face edges (i.e.,
between A-1 or A-2 and b-I or b-2, a/so between B-1 or B-2 and a-I or a-2),
and between the rib edges (Joe., between A-A, 1-1, or 2-2, and 1-1 or 2-2,
also between I-I, or 2-2 t and B-B, I-I, or 2-2)° _ .....
The fastenings that take place before and after emplacement of the
psnels, are indicated in Fig. 6. For example, in the case panel 1, fasten-
ing occurs at r and s between face edges A-1 and b-2, and at t between tke
rib edges A-A and 2-2. This action takes place after panel 1 has been
removed from the stack located by the position of panel 2o
In the case of panel 12, the fastening actions v, w along a-I and u
along 1-1 takes place when panel 12 is initially emplaced and panel 15 mas
not moved. _,The fastening_s at x, y, z on panel 12 occur after panel 15 has
been emplaced o
The fastening actions may be accomplished by locally actuated fasteners,
such as latches, captive nuts, bolts, rivets, explosive edges_ etc. or by
non-locally actuated fasteners, such as bayonet fittings, clips, keying
sections, etc. as explained in Section 4.0. A pane.l frame that_mounts-the ......
_ : -_ port the gripper fr.me.
It is evident from Fig. 6 that to achieve the various fastening actions,
matching male and female sections of the fasteners must be appropriately
positioned on the panels. Fig. 7 ......indicates the-14 possible locations and
orientat/ons-for the male or female fastener sections. Fig. 7 also shows
II-14 - .
t_at at any one time, either six or three fastening actions can be used on
the peripheral panels, and that six fastening actions can always be used on
each internal panel.
r
3.4 PANEL FASTENING OF STOWED ANTENNA
Some of the panel fasteners, used for assembling the deployed antenna may
also be adapted for fastening the panels to each other in the stowed cundi-
tion. These fasteners would logically be of the locally actuated type such
that they may be disengaged to release the panels before panels are trana-
ported to their emplacement positions.
The fastenings between panels in the stowed condition can significantly
- Contribute tore-enforclng the structure for handling boost-phase shock and
vibration loads_ -
4.0 "RATIO" AUTOMATIC ASSFJ4BLY MACHINERY
One fore of RATIO autosatic assembly machinery is outlined in Figs. 8 and 9.
This macni nery._ __£_e -fo-liow/ng -component s: .........................
_--__ _ _ _-Ofi-_t_ne-aW_t_m_ - __o_ _D: the engaged-panel -_s_been transported to its
.... assembly position,- via ille gripper frame, tnepanel is secured in its
enplaced position and the grippers disengage allowing the frame to
return for another panelo
If locallyactuated fastenersare used the grippers first serve to
disengage the fasteners that hold the lowest panel to t_e stack. Then
II-lfi
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when the pane_ has been transported to
its assembly position the grippers
Whether, ......or not locally_ actuated fasteners are used to hold the antenna
- " package......... together it may be desirable to maintain additional integrity in the
package by clamping ittogether. The clamp s_mft with a lug at its lower
end and passing tt_rough the antenna package serves this purpose. The clamp
shaft passes t_rough clearance holes in each pane/ and the lug at its end
engages the lowest panel in the antenna package. Rectangular or key s_aped
cutouts, through which the tug can pass are provided in each panel. The
orlentations of tke cutouts are alternated between adjaCent panels such t_at
when tne !ug_baspasSed_t_rous_on e vane_ it ---'-- -_ - "
.... _ _mo_ pass t_rough the suc-
ceeding one without being turned about the clamp shaft axis.
fastene r assemblyo
.........._ = The-_I fr_ xs mounted on actuator 1 and pivot I co_responds to
point a, or b. in Figs. -4 and 5. Likewise
pivot 4 of actuator 4 corresponds
to point c in these figures° The linear motion between a, or b_ and c is
.................... generatediby- aerator 2_ .................................... .... _ .... ]
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T_e actuator 3 pivots the gripper fraue to initially separate the lowest
panel from the antenna
assembly position the payor motion Is reversed to align the edges of the
the gripper frm so that the grippers, on thei r returnmotion, can pass
over the rib of the assembled panel.
As the panels are removed from the antenna package the gripper-fasten 1
assembly must be moved up to remain at the correct level with respect to the I
lowest panel in the stack° The support boom driven by actuator 5 serves
this function° At the completion of each basic motion actuator 5 advances
In t_e case of the panels that mount the
+ feed and attltud_ eontrolactuators t_e boom £s advanced a distanceequal
• $o the_len_th of _hefeedoractuator package.
As the paneis are removed °from the antenna packa_,the initial lateral
properly position the gripper frame with respect to lowest panel in the
........................ _ge_+ ..... X+__x_l___ble_+to++amim_tl_is_initial+position.+_by++liiit+Sbit+.h ....
are described as a function of time in Fig. 10o
• +
and LA6. as si_own in :Fig_ - 9. + +'
L ..........
.... -+ ++ _ ............ +................... + 11"_19 ......... + ........... 1
+
+ ]

The states of the Kripper-fastener assembly are denoted as nrelease-,
"grip", "fasten", and are referenced with respect to the sides of t_e panel
on w_tcn they occur. Thus B-I, B-2,
takes place. Here when the fastenin E action is indicated along a panel face
edge it is understood to be aecospaniedby fastenins action on one of the
closest rib edEes,
The following sequence of actuator xotiona and gripper-fastener events
occur for basic motion I (see Fig. 10)o
(o to t I) The actuators are initially at their startingpositions,
and the gripper fastener lechanism is in a state "grip".
" T_e first motion is RA6of the clamp shaft to release a
_ pa_ne_-at-t I.
(t I to t 2) Between t I and t 2 the boom and clamp atmft are advanced a
pane/ t_ickness by LA5 and IA6,r and the actuator motions RAI,
LA2, RA3, and l_k4 cycle to carry a panel froA the antenna
fastener releases the assemb_edpaneland commences to.
return to its startin_ position. Sines it must now pass by
........... a panel rib the rotations RA3 are relatively large. Bot_ t_e
]
synchronized to avoid interference with the antenna package°
At t6, st the completion of the return motion, the "grip"
state exists and the cycle can now be repeated.
It is possible toContrOl tue actuator and gripper-fastener cycles by a pro-
gramer. The programmer say select the cycle (i.e., motions I, II, IR, or
IIR) and initiates the first phase of the cycle° Sensors say monitor the
termination of each phase© In the event trust a motion or event is not com-
pleted due to a malfunction, the programmer may initiate an override or a
recycling of that motiom or even t. The override is permissible when the
malfunction dOe_no_affect panei-_ing - or when the failure, as in s
fastener, does not undermLinetlle intesrity of the assembled structure°
Redundancy in the _ripperst_rasteners and drive motors say be provided to
enhance reliability°
The programmer say also be used to recycle one or more complete basic
motxons that precede one in. which a.. failure___laaa occurred-. Thus--if--the .........
,ernst en n _ -- _ .... . - . .
........ state does_no_:or__ur_...possxble due t o .improper-panel se_ti_, t]ae- --
5°2 AT CO_L_rZO_ OF_pLO_ _ _ ....
When the reflector assembly _as been completed the assembly equipment say be
driven away from thelast panel by chemical or mechanical means or if it
. o • . - ........ - "
- does .not Interfere._ the4Lntenaa-performance it may remain attached to the
last assembled panel.
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6.0 ASSEMBLY EQUIPMENT POWER AND WEIGHT
The peak power requirement for an individual actuator occurs when the
inertia of the assembled antenna, as it appears at the actuator axis, is
equ_l-_o_t_e-ln_r_ia of the unassenbled antenna-packageo Assuming-non-
conservativedrives it is desirable to minimize thin power by using the
lowest possible assembly speed t_at avoids coulomb friction (or stiction) in
t_e drives and is consistent w/th the antenna operational requ/resmentso
Assuming a one minute cycle time to instal/ a panel, or an over-all
assembly time of about four hours_ approximately 800 watt-hours are required
to handle the assembly inertial loads and 200 watt-hours are estimated for
the fastening actions. .....
A 30-pound silver zinc battery pack should be adequate for these energy
requxrementso
It is estimated that the over-all weight of the RATIO automatic assembly
equipment, including the battery pack 9 is under 150 pounds. This is approxi-
mately 7.5 percent of the reflector structure.
....... _ .... •....... _-_ " _ - i¸ • - _ " L
An exam/nation of square and square spiral a_sembly sequeacest shown in
Figs° lib, and lie, indicate that only two rows or two columns of panels may
be emptaced wit_ a continuous back. rib structure ff only four basic motions
are used. In the case of the square spiral, the number of basic motion_
must be increased to six to produce continuous rib-to-rib buttlng.
• (a) SEI_ENTINE
F
re-
(b) SQUARE
The circular spiral sequence in Fig. lid suffers from: (a) irregular
sectionawhich do not read/ly stack, (b) continuously different (although
closely related) assembly motions, and (c) a discontinuous back rib structure.
The serpentine sequence in Fis_ llhas_oftaed_sadvantages of the
other panel assemblies.
8.0 S_I_ OF FEATURES OF "RATIO" AUTOMATICALLY ASSEMBLED ANTENNA STRUCTURES
(a) The packaging density can be very nigh. Theoretically, if no cut-
outs are used on the panels (in which case the panels could be
made much thinner), the packaging density is equivalent to the
density of the structural material.
(b)- In the stowed or packaged state the panels are nested, and can be
fastened together, to greatly _inimize the structural rigidity
L
needed to handle shock and vibrat/on loads during boost.
(c) In deploying the antenna no flexing in the structural me_bera is
required. The structural panels which are prefabricated to fit
......... t0_getheY, in stress -free ..condition-against a ground m01d- are
assembled in a stress_free cond_tien-_
- structure- (duriq assembly) are negligible..
- (e) The assembled antenna has a systematic, easy-to-analyze back rib
structure. The panel ribs may be varied to taper the over-all
_ slLructure or-to smooth the contour.. -
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(f) The sizes of the antenna structures are considerably in excess of
sizes achievable for comparable antennas for unfurling and inflat-
ing _ethods.
(g) The estimated weipt of the asseub!_ equilment (J_clmii_-its
power supplies and controls) for a single-package, lO0-foot s 2800-
pound antenna is under 150 pounds°
(h) Unlike t_e unfurlable and inflatable approaches the same deploy-
ment concept applies to a wide range of structural sizes.
(i) The structure and the assembly equipment uses available materials,
and components°
(3) There are only four basic assembly motions with which the antenna
_ J.sassembledo 1_esesystematic motions may be open-loop controlled
by li_it switch and relay logico
(k) The reliability of the assembly equipment may be enhanced by
redundant drives and simple mechanical components.
(I) The dimensional integrity is generally not effected by _icromete-
orite bo_bardRent o
- (m) T_e- large me¢_anfcaiiy open struc t_m?_a!, area minimises -tnea_ml- - - _ "
antenna _s deployed. _ ........ . -
" (o) The assembly equipment could be controlled or supervised by a man
in orbit to significantly enhance its reliabilityo {Note: T_e
structu_e is likely to be so _fragite taat the man wouid best handle
xx-26 ._ .....
it by means of the assembly equipment in the event of a partial
equipment failure. )
(p) The antenna assembly it a repeatable and reversible process. The
full.scale antenna can be asse_led and d/menatenatty-_ecked_ou_
on a (ground based) paraboloidal frame or mold. The fits between
the panels can be adjusted so that the antenna lies on the mold in
an unstrained condition.
+ +
III. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF A SIMPLIFIED PLANAR MODEL
(By P. Slysh, deflection computations by E. J. Kaminski)
1. O GENERAL.
.................. -. __a _ruet_resit ia desirable- to pert"otto a_ preiiMinm_ ......... l
_investigation of these structures to determine: (a) where
possible, the qualitative or quantative characteristics of the
structures in terms of their effects on the antenna r-f per-
formance and maneuverability, (b) the significant and negligible
parameters, and (c) the types and ranges of structural and r-f
parameters that should be investigated.
In the following sections simplified models are defined t the +
methods of analysis are outlined and justified, and preliminary
P_trlc data on the trade-offs beyween the structural and r-f 1
performance features are displayed.
2.0 DEFINITION OF MOD_.
One quadrant of a simplified, planar model of the RATIO
....... - ....... ............ _-+_ L_ _'lve tile ..... "
cantty minimizes the complexity of the structural deflection
.:_ - _cedure for_0matlca!lyassembllngth e reflector panelso+ . +
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2°2 FIXED _JNBF_ OF PANELS.
The antenna in Fig. IIl-I has 202 panels {i.e. squares) in the
reflector structure and in Fig. III-2 there are 208 panels. Approxi-
m_tery these numbers of panels are necessary, based on preliminary
considerations in Ref. (1), to cause the stowed stack of reflector
panel8 to roughly form an equal-sided parallelopiped. In practice,
it is possible that panel thickness variations or specific
packaging requirements, say for a non-equal-sided parallelopipeds
(i.e. possible due to specific envelope limitations of booster nose
cone), may effect the number of panels that should be used. To
_reduce the total n_ber of. in-orbit assembly operations, it _may
also be desirable to reduce the number of panels to the smallest
possible number (if this does not unreasonably complicate the
automatic assembly equipment).
While the above and other factors influence the number of
panels into which the reflectorshouid besubdivided (and entail _
.... tradeoff studie_ of their mm)-it has-been decided, at thia time_, _ .
either-the O-A or O-B a_,is b_ _a reaction-ftywhee_I •system in_ch --
the " _ ......
spin axes of the flywheels are parallel to either the O-A or
O-B axis There wilt be no gyroscopic torques acting on the
--_ structure. The actuation_abou_ tKe_ O-A-and O-B_axes wall generate -
representative structural deflection patterns.
..... . _ . _ -- It.I-2 "
................ _ ..... _ _k_r 7 : ........................................ 17 -¸ 7 ......
k_ -_...._ i_: _:_ :_: _ _:::__i_'_i _7_% :_ _ _:_ !_
f .....
..... Fig. III-l. RATIO antenna, panel construction.
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FJ_g. 111-2. One quadrant Of a planar model showing grid
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Fig. III-2a. One _quadrant of model showing
r __ grld coordinate_, for rotation ....
about the O-B axis.
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2.4 ON-BOARD MASSES AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION.
The mass of the r-f feedj its support structure, and its
electronics, as wel ! as the attitude actuators-plus the-lr controls .......
and non-propulsive power supply are included in the locations for
the attitude actuators shown in Fig. III-2. Four typical distri-
butions for these masses will be considered:
Case I t All of the masses located at the (I,I) grid coordinate
point (in Fig. III-2).
! mpl_ed,:and .n Case 4, an octapod support as Implied.) This
first order accounting for the mass of feed is assumed, at this
time, to be dissociated from such ` factors as the-focal-length-to- "
dimmete_r_tiO, the-possible use of actuators located-on thefeed
or feed support structure s etc. • - -
r_ - -
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The chosen locations for the actuators are such that approxi-
mately equal mass moments of inertias result about the turning axes
in the plane of the aperture.
.... 2.s .....
£ lumped constant spring-mass system is assumed for the
structure in Fig; III-2. The structural masses, as well as the
mass of the attitude actuators, feed, etc., are lumped at the
structural junctions. Massless, uniforsk-crossection beams are
assumed between the structural junctions.
2.6 SHEAR, FLEXURAL AND TORSIONAL STIFFNESS.
The chosen beam properties are_such that thebeam stiffness
due to deflections in shear is negligible compared to the flexural
stiffness about the beam principal axes. The torsional stiffness
of the beam and the flexural stiffnesR at right angles to the beam
prinicipal axis are also negligible.
2.7 PARASITIC AND LOAD-CARRyING STRUCTUR&L M_SSES. •
_ + _ _+Pawtmof the structure are taken to be parasitic, or non-load
- ' " tO be the load Carryi_g_se.ctioms ........
2.8 DEFLECTION LIMtTED STRI_TURE.
Refleetor distortions may be caused by structural deflections
..... due to actuator reactions, manufacturing and _sembly-tolerances,
thermal stress, and c_eep in _he structural material. Only i
structural deflections due to actuator reactions are considered
here. The structure is deflection limited. The operation stress
levels are assumed to be so low that possible web crippling in the _
r __
beams can be ignored.
2.9 VARIABLE STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES.
The beams in Fig. 111-2 can have the same or varying cros-
sectional properties over the entire structure. However, between
any two structural _unctions the properties are assumed constant.
2. I0 INERTIAS OF STRUCTURAL AND ON-BOARD MASSES.
The angular inertias of the lumped masses (including the
actuatgrs and feed)-abe_t their center8 Of mass are negl_ected.
2.11 STRUCTURAL BEAM LENGTHS,
All bea_s have the_ same length. This is consistent with the
procedure for automatically assembling the antenna in Ref. (1).
The equivalent of structural beam length variations can be
obtained by varying the beam crossections, _ __ _ ....
T . ................ - -
..... 3.0 " ' .g_aono__sxs. - _ .... " = - ' • =
.._ 3.I DEFINIT_[ONOF TERMS ................................... -........
aA, aFw , rad/sec 2, angular accelerations (slewing rates) of
the antenna and flywheel about the O-A or O-B axis
A_ _ _n, 2, load carrying crosseetion of structural beam .......
B._ JLn., total-depth of structural beam
. - - . . r -
- -_ _ _..... - TT..o- "
_ _Ai 0 ..
D, in., average diameter of the reflector
d, in., weighted rsm deflections at the structural junctions
in the direction of a normal to the plane of the aperture
E, psi, modulus of elasticity of structural material
- F t Ibs, force actin K at structural junction
g, in./sec 2, gravity acceleration = 387
G. psi, shear modulus
4
I, in. _ principal section moment of inertia of beam
l o, I I, in. 4, I at respectively the center and edges of a
reflector
. 2
-Ii,-XOA , lOB , in _lb-sec , --Oment of inertia of the antenna
about the O-A and O-B axes
K, lbs/ft 2, average weiKht per unit of reflector surface
area for the load-carrying and parasitic parts of the antenna
structure
" %b_aY_bnna mass, i_, in them asses of the actuators, M ,
and structure, t)
\-:
:-7
parasitic mass of the structure to the load carryin& mass of
the structure
::-- ......... k_ =N $1 / X S : X z / N, ks2-: NS2/ NS * )(2- / N, the
fractions of structural mass in the masses.M S and MS2
" 1
....................... - - - - III-9 ....
k2t the number of structural members that meet at a
structural junction
ko = ro / B, principal normalized radius of gyration of
beamcrossection - "
Lt in., length of a grid member
m, u_ coordinate designations for the structural junctions
when the antenna is driven about the O-A axis. see Fig. 2; m 1 , nl•
see Fig. 2a
M = Ml + M2, lb-sec2/in., mass of half of a beam including
the associated parasitic mass. Mt, and toad carrying mass, M2
HA = Ml_ + Mpt lb-sec2/ino the_of-the attitude
actuator_ system which_ is equal_ to the mass of the flywheel.
and the mass of the non-propulsive power supply ptus drives and
control system electronics, Np
M F. Ib-sec_in., mals of the r-f feed system, which includes
its associated electronics, non-propulsive power supply, telemetry,
........ command and control, data process/ng etc. - - .......
flywheel to the actuator drive
PS" PF_, Ib-sec2/in. 4, mass density of structural and
......... flywheel =at eriai ................ _.................
_ _ III-lO; -
rFW, in., radius of gyration of flywheel
ro, In., radius of lyration of beam crossection
in.2tst lbs/ max/mum hoop st_es8 _hat can be developed in -
the flywheel material
T, in-lb, torque developed by attitude actuator
t, in., flanKe thickness of bern crossection
W, in., flar_e width of beal crossection
wa, WFW, rad/sec, angular speed of the antenna and flywheel
about the O-A or O-B axis
3.2 NON-TAPERED CO NFIGU]_TION ............ -
Non-tapered and tapered depths for the structural beams are
to be considered. In the non-tapered config_aration all beams
have the same depth. In the tapered configuration the beam
depths are a function of their radial distance from the center
of the aperture. _.
3.2.1 ST_ P_ROP_IES. _.................... . ,:_
--_ - sections are consider, to. form_one _con_s-erossecti_. ........
The flan_e d_nsioa,-W, is parallel to the reflector
.... _ . _ area of the-crossection ___respo_n___sible for .........
carrying flexural toads-is, based on the prop0rtions in FiE- II1-3_
o . •
........ ttI-tl ....
A = 3 B2 (W/B) 2 (t/W), (1)
the depth of the beam is t
e = 2 N2/s i. Ps (w/B) 2 (t/w) _ , (2)
and the principal section moment of inertia is,
I = (0°75) ko2 B4 (W/B) 2 (t/W). (3)
...... - o
The proportioas in the crossection W/B and t-/w are to be
chosen, together, with va/ues for k_2 or k_l, such that (for
the anticipated operating stress levels) the web buckling
distortions are negligible.
The ko in Eq. (3) depends on the W/B and t/W. However, in
this stud_y_, ko_ =20.9 lS - Ug__ed t_md_ £ts dependence- on-W/_ aiid _t/W .........
is
negleeted. _ ................. ...... _ ..... . ..... .. L _.,
...... The beam crossections that can be chosen are not limited to
the flanged-beam crossection chosen here. The beam may take the
form of a truss, and the flat flanges may be substantially .- .......
reduced. The. chosen.crosseetion -is,- however. "compatible wi th
" ttt-t2 - - "-"
Br_
Fill _, III-3. _Beas -¢roSssction. - _
the proposed RATIO approach to stacking and automatically assembling
the structural panels.
3.2.2 MASS AND INERTIAL PROPERTIES.
Summing up the-area of the refIectOr surface from Fig III-2
and multiplying by the structural weight per unit of reflector
surface, K, the total structural mass ks)
MS = 0.00362 L 2 K) (4)
and) since there are 896 half-length beams)
M = MS/896.
The mass moments of inertia of the model about the Ol and
(s)
OB axes are obtained by adding the pcoducts of the masses at
each structural junction and the squares of the corresponding
normals from the junctions to, respectively) the OA and OBaxes,_
_ The mass aKa structural junction depend_ on the number of be__ms. .
moments-of inertias for the cases.deri_d, in..Seetlou 2_ are_ -_ _.....
IOA = M L 2 - | )(15,040 + V k_ F) (6)
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Xos. s L2 (z5,8,o ÷ v k_), (_)
?
2 3,584
3 14,300
4 8,960
-- UliinfN-h'oa _. (5), FXlS. (6) and (7) can also be written,
IOa = L4 i[ (0.0615 + 1/o kAF)' (68)
IOB = L4 K 10.0645 + _ k_lF,) . ................... (7a) .....
........ ....
..... _ -_ _: III-15 ..........
where t
Case V
1 0
2 0.00146
5 0 °05850
4 0.0362,0
5.2.3 --LOADING CONDITIONS-. ..................
The inertial reaction forces at the structural junctions
act normal to the plane of the aperture. The reaction force
at a junction, located at a distance (n-l) L from the O-A
neutral axis,, and having k2 beams per junction im,
FOA = _n-l) k 2 a A LM, • : . . " (8) -
............. - -. and-:-f-_r/:_ about :the-_)-B ax!__S,- .... _:_-- , _--Y ....... - -_.... - .... - -- - _- - -
--.......... -, FOB-------(al-1) (0.707)--k- a. L-_M ........... .............. - .- -(@) ........-
Since the angular acceleration, aA, the beam length, L,
and the mass Per_ half beam. ]Length. H. are-the-same-at each ....... "
junction, ig is evident that the force, F I changes only with
- II 1-16 .....
the number of beans per junction, k2, and it_ coordinate location
n or n I. Figs. 111-4 and III-4a indicate the forces at the
junctions normalized with respect to a A M L,
For each of the cases described in Section 2.4 the indi-
vidual actuators are assumed to generate the same torque when
operatin K about axes parallel to either O-A or O-B. The on-board
mass associated with the individual actuators is the same for each
case. Using these assumptions, the forces and torques are described
in Fig. 111-5. The forces in Fig. 111-5 are in addition to the
forces described in Figs. Ill-4 and lII-4a.
7_ Note-that-The _ inertias IOA and 10B £n Fig. III-_5 are also a
function of the cases _defined in Section 2.4 and Eq_ (6) and (7).
3,3 TAPERED CONFIGt_ATION.
A structural configuration is assumed in which the principal
section moments of inertia of the beams are reduced as a linear
function o2 tkeir distance from the center of the aperture. &
firs_ _er msnensment is tobe made oF theeffects on Structural
(and at n=9_ m=l) then the section inertia at the other junction
....... ]I = I -_ . /8 11o1 -
o
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torques due to indiv
. - I_-to 4. -
The beam crossection proportions (t/M), (W/B), indicated
in F_. III-3, as used for the non-tapered structure t are to be
applied to the tapered structure. Eliminating B and I from
.... _Is.-(1),- (3) and (I0), and solving for A,
A = 3.46 (W/B)(t/_)Ilo- (Io-Ii)_(m-1)2 + (n-l)2_ /81 /k o, (11)
and from Eqs. (3) and (10),
B _I ° (Io-I 1) (m2÷ n2)_8 ] I/4/{0.75 k2o (W_B) 2 (t/_)] V4= - . (12)
It is evident from Eq. (II) that the crossection area, A,
at a junction varies am the square root of the junction distance
from the center of the aperture. And from Eq. (12) it is seen
that the beam depth at a junction, B, varies as the fourth root
the distance.
.................. -_-_a_-OtTI o, %_.._ Bo ,,t _e _*.t.,- of t_ ,_,.-t,.-e
(13)
/msuming that the beam properties at each junction remain
constant for one half of a beam length from the junction, then
MS2 can be determined by suming the masses at each junction,
MS2 ffi PS (L/2) Z k2 A,
m=n=l
(14)
where the summation is over the junctions in all four quadrants.
Substituting A from Eq. (11) into Eq. (14), then equating
Eqs. (14) and (13), and solving for I ,
o
Io= (0.0021-L K k ° k_2)2/(t/W)(W/B)2 "
[PsE k2 _1- [1- (I1/I O)][(m-1)2+(n-l)2] _ _ 2
re=n=]
I ° fromF_q.-(tS)-can_now be substituted into Eqs. (1I)-and -
. _ (.L2} _for__tb_ evaluatle_ Of A .trod-B or: &O ._d-Bb. ...... -...... " __. ,_ /.: . •
in Eq. (t5) at the junctions in one quadrant. Summing these
values for the four quadrants,
- -II- k L k" 2 " 2 W B 2Io-= (1.32) 10 (K o S2 ) /Ps (7 ') (ttW). (16)
. " -111-22

Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (11), the values of the
then obt_ined_by: t_ing averages of the dj
..... _ A_s at the a oining
load carrying crossection area, A, are determined for each
structural junction. The A*s between adjoining junctions are _ i_ .......
junctions. These average A_s in normalized form are presented
in Fig. III-7.-
By a similar procedure the average normalized crossection
moments of inertia of the beams bctween junctions are computed
and presented in Fig. III-8.
3.3.2 MASS AND INERTIAL PROPERTIES.
The mass properties for the non--tapered structure, as per
F_qs. (4) and (S), also hold for the tapered structure.
The mass moment of inertia in the case.of the tapered
structure, as in the case of the non-tapered structure, is
equal to the inertia of the structure, plus the inertia of
of the actuator and feed. Designating the_Iatter inertia b_ ....
- -.....IAI , the inertia abQut the O-AexXs _s,
substituting-k-from Eq_ (li)-and I ° from F,q. (16) into
Eq. (17),
n=m=t . II _
. . - _ .... III-24_
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where_ I_i is defined in Eq. (15).
As before using (Ii/I o} = 0.2, values for the quantity
n2 k2{ Ii_are Kiven in Fi,. 111-9 for the junctions in one
quadrant. =_usminK these values for the four quadrants,
IOA = (0.0460) L 4 K . I£1. (19)
In a sisilar manner, using the values in Fig. !II-10,
10B = (L/2) PS _ (_)(nl-l)2 L2 k2 A + IBI
ml=ml=l .......
nl=ml=l
(mt_l ) 2 + 2" _ _'@(m1-1) /8 2 ÷ Is ....
contributions of the structtwal mass at the different
:_ junctions to _he inert/as IOA and IOB.
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The values IAI and IBi' in Eqs. (19) and (20), depend on
the actuator-distribution ease definitions given in Section 2.4.
. . • .
Using these defxnxtxons the mass moments of inertia are finally
.......... _-vea-by. ......................................
]
IOA = L 4 K (0.0460 + V ,
o kKF)' (21)
= L 410B K (0.0540 + V ,
o kAF)' (22)
where V has the values given in Section 3.2.2O .
indicates that, for the same L and K, the tapering has reduced
the contribution of the structural mass to the inertia by a
factor of 1.2 to 1.3. Since the over-all structural mass is
the same for She tapered and non-tapered structures the contri- "
butxon of the masses of the actuators and feeds to the inertia
FOA = (n-t) k 2 a A L PS
]
and for rotation about the O-B axis,
FOB = (0.707)(n1-1) k 2 a A L ps (L/2) A. (24)
Placzng I from F_I. (15) into Eq. (II), performing the
0
indicated summation and then substituting A from Eq. (11)
into Eqs. (23) and (24),
FOA = (6-3)10-6 aA K L3 (n-l) k2_ 1_ (25)
FOB = (4.5) 10 -6 aA K L 3 (nl,l) k21 _2 (26)=
where I is given in Eq. 115), and is given
in Eq. (20).
Using Eqs. (-25) and (26), the normalized forces at the
3unctions for rotation about the O-A and O-B axes are computed
_ -and- shom_ in- Figs_- III-I_ and -iit-12.
- . --- A_c_isna Of F jj_._-lll-l_L_-i:m_$_l_l-4_,-andi-ll-l_-_Ind-IrXi"4a_ -
...._-_i.... generated by the attitude _tuatorsas presented in Fig. IIi-5 (for
the non-tapered structures) also apply to the tapered structure.
_.4 SLEWING AND TURNING RATE LIMITATIONS. -_- - .... __.
_:_i-:_.... '- XiI on-board, non--structural masses are contained in lq, and MF. -
__ _ The _ (mass of the feed) is taken a_-_ independent variable.
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However, the HA (mass of the actuators)t is equal to the mass
of the flywheels, MFW, plus the mass of the non-propulsive power
supply, Mp. And MFW and Mp are dependent on the required antenna
slewfng-and-turning rates; Expressions will now be developed for
Mp, and MFW.
3.4.1 OPTIMUM MASSES OF NON-PROPULSIVE POWER AND FLYWHEEL SYSTEMS.
Fig. III-13 summarizes the weight-power characteristics of
the commonly considered non-pr0pulsive power systems for space
applications. Based on the data in Fig. III-13, and adding a
weight penalty of approximately 30% for the mass of the drives
and control system electronics, the shaft power developed by the
actuator is conservatively estimated to be,
P = 3.25 M1.43 (27)
The power P is used to accelerate the inertias of the drive-
E ...... motor_arma=t-ure_-_he-drive-_earing, the flywheel, and the
antenna, kssuming =:th__:_half of-tb _ power .........gores i n_o ac C e i_er
ii_:_:--_-- in maximum-s-l_aft--pmr d.di_ve_to the-_genna)_-thea:4fl_:_ i___:.__ . :- . .i
_:-:--;_--: :: .... t_e-deliv-ered to the antenna is, i ." i
..... . . r ....... . ..... "
I A a A = (e/2) 6600/(WFw + WA). (28)
I •
L
.
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Assuming that the beam properties at each junction remain
constant for one half of a beam length from the junction, then
MS2 ©an be determined by summing the masses at each junction,
MS2 = PS (L/2)_ k 2 A,
m=n=[
(14)
where the summation is over the junctions in all four quadrants.
Substituting A from Eq. (11) into F_q. (14), then equating
Eqs. (14) and (15), and solving for I ,
0
Io = (0.0021L X k ° k_2)2/(t/W)(W/B)2
_Ps_ k2{1-_l-(iI/io)]_(m_l)2+(n_l)2]_/8}l_]2
m n 1
(15)
............. for_tom Eq. - (15___can__be substituted-into-Eqs.- (Ii) m_d ..... .........
(12) for the evaluation of A and B or A and B ..........................................
:_:__ assumption_ F£g; Ill:6 shows the values-o£-the quantity k2_ _ i_
in Eq. (15) at the junctions in one quadrant. Summing these
values for the four quadrants, ................. .....
t = (1._) I0 -It (X koL k _ )2/p 2 (W/B)2 (t/W) (16)
_ _ o 2 S - 7
III-_ .........................
Therefore, £f 59% of the actuator mass is used for the
non-propulsLye power system (or 41_ for the flywheels) the
product of the antenna angular acceleration and turning rate
in maximized. These percentages, which essentially result
from the assumptions in Eq. (27), have an estimated tolerance
of ÷ 10_ depending on the specific non-propulsive power system
and antenna configuration.
From Eqs. (31) and (33),
2.43
L. 2 2
a A w A = 2100 M A r-FW/IA. 1341
The-a-A-_tn Eq_ (54) is--limited by the umxLumm allowable
distortions which may be induced in the structure. These are
outlined in Section 4.S.
3.4.2 FLYWHEEL SATURATION.
E:_=_:_::::_:_-. :.::::::::::._ :::_::: ,:_ z:::_!:,-:_:::::T ._:-:i::_._.': :-:......
!-
max = ( a r/P /rFw-
ts,_ng Eqs. (55i and (30) in tht. (_),99
% :
It is evident from _qs. (34} and (36} that i and a
- A A
are increaaed by increasing the rFW. In this st_dy, rp,_i, = L/3
is to be u._ed _o that the fiywheel c;m be mounted on .:rod
_1_._wed with a structural panel. If nece_._arv,,_ _.,...-._r_.w_'_-_- _ith
rF_ i) L may be deployed. However, the weight penalty for this
deployment would have to be evaluated and justified.
_ _ 3 . 5 RELEGTOR DISTORTIONS_ - .................. _ ....
C_-_- 5 . 5.1 FACTORS AFFECTING ANTENNA }_DItMANCE.
__o -- __-- . .... -- --.
- - _l_he far field radiation pattern of a RATIO antenna as,
in part, a function of the number of wavelengths in the aperture.
_ _ t4=_¢ ape_urve__ iJlumina_taon function, the illumination
are reduced .....
" :- a minjm_t-the-.edge of-the_ap6rtu_e. _-
The requirements for maximum gain, in some cases, conflict
with the requirements for minimum side lobes. For example,
reducing the edge illumination and incre_Ising the illumination
.: i i: ii iii _: ta_rlreduces the gain as:wet1 as the side lobes. Further,
increasing the illumination taper implies an increase in the
aperture blockage brought about by enlarging of the feed. But
aperture blockage reduces the gain and increases the side lobes.
Therefore illumination tapering has an undesirable secondary affect
on the gain as well as the side lobes.
However, by reducing the reflector caused phase distortions
both the gain and side lobe performance are improved. The improve-
ment depends upon the number of wavelengths in the aperture, the
aperture blockage, the illumination taper, etc. As a rule of
thumb, for greater than 20 wavelengths in the aperture and uniform
or tapered illumination, phase distortions one-twentieth of a
wavelength or less are negligible. Distortions at this level can
............ b_ readily contrdIied- on reflectors say 20 to 30 feet in diameter
. that operate_ at abgut: one-foot wavelengths. -However, ia-the- .....
_._ .......... _-are_o_-readily obtained: It fs assumed--in this Study that the
distortions are generally large enoughto affect the antenna
performance.
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5.5.2 REFLf._TOR WEIGIJTED I_S DEFLECTIONS. ............
...... lLifferent RATIO structural configurations and loading
It is desirable to compare the i'-rtuence of the defiecti_ons.
and therefore the influence of these configurations and loading
conditions, on the antenna performance. " .......
The far field radiation pattern is predominantly a function
of the radiation from each part of the reflector surface.
Secondarily it depends on the radiation from the reflector back
structure .......
w feed support, feed housiD4__mul_g_e_sur_
- - envxronment. Ignoring these secondary influences_ " " "
the affects of the reflector deflections on r-f radiat£on ca_
be assessed, on a first order basis_ bv determining d, the rms
they would be especially for tapered structures, then tapering
the illumination produces a lower rms deflection than no
tapering.
The rms deflection can serve as a guide to the minimum
wavelength at which the antenna may be expected to operate
satisfactorily.
Two types of weighting functions are to be considered.
One based on uniform illumination across the aperture, and one
based on cosine illumination. The weighting factors at the
structural junctions for the cosine illumination to be
used iS giyen in Fig_ I If--14.
3.6 SCALING FACTORS.
In the definitlon of the structural model the following
independent parameters are used:
K, reflector unit weight
L_ length of grid . . . -
- angulaA,-antenna ar acceleration
_._ -..... : ..... p _ -p _ _,-_6ebsi_-_bf St_Ucturai- and flywheel materials -
E _ •
kA, actuator mass fraction
W/B, t/W, beam crossection proprtions
SFW , flywheel stress
O-A- or O-B rotation ax/_ .... " ..........
Actuator distribution case per section 2.4
" . _- -III-41 " - - - - - --"" "
[ro _ ._ io
l_- _o I_3
Of these, K, L, aA, PS' E, kst PFW" SFM' the rotation axis_
and actuator distribution are to he the mort significant and
generally varied parameters in this study. For a given ks,
rotation axis, and actuator distribution, as well as given values
for the other independent parameters, the following scaling
factors are determined for the more important dependent variables
in terms of K, L, aA, PS' PFW' SFW" These factors follow from
the derivations in the preceding sections.
= .
M, MS, MA, Mp, MFW,
B _ (LK/Ps)_
(37a)
(37b)
I _ (LK/Ps)2 (37c)
IA,"_ K L 4
- -. _ . -:-_A-_.J:-X- " /a L - ,---: .- - . ........ _:. _.. -...--:k- . • ....... - {37 ): -
• " WA max r_ (SFw/PI_)O°5/L (37g)
F, v ,.v , ........ _
_ ! _2 3 - -
-- -- - - " III-43 - -
(37h)
(37i)
_n-.wiH of the definitions in Section 2.6 the major
deflectie_-iimiting-structural stiffness is due to flexure
about principal axes of the beams. For this condition the
local structural deflections, and therefore the "wexghted
rm8 deflections, d, scale approximately as,
d_ L4 2
a t PS/Ex- (37k) . .
The scaliug of d with L 4 in Eq. (37k) has a probable
accuracy of : 50%. This is due to the presence of L and L-
terms (in addition to the predominant L 3 terms) in the
stiffness matrix of a generic structural element. The greater
the L the better the accuracy, The data in Section 4.;5.5
indicatesl the actual _pendence of d on L.
The other scaling f_tors :in Eq. (37k) are completely
valid within the constraints set by Section 2.6.
It is evident from Eq. {37k) that d is minimized by
2 2
minimizing ps/E. The following are typical values of Ps/E
for some common structural materials,
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(g'?" 10 -9
Steel 2.60
Aluminum 1. O0
Magnesium O. 64
Cereai cs 0.60
Phenolics 1.00
Ceramics and magnesium have an apparent advantage over the
other materials in this case. It is however pertinent that
dimensional stability of the material under other inftuen©es,
L __ such as th_ra_l £raO_!ents_and creep, must be-©onsidered - .
before a final material selection is made. It is also pertinent
that the parasitic weight penalties (i.e. as for fasteners) are
not expected to be the same for the different materials_ and
need to be evaluated in making the material selection.
3.6_1 ALTERNATE SCALING PROPORTIONS.
- Du_to _-_p_oportions in the--beamcrossection the beam
i_-__-- _.... ...... i"_ependent-- -of K, then ........ -- ]
A _ LK/Ps ,
L2N ,_ K,
m'ld - : -
d "A Ps/E"
In this case d does not depend on K. Apparently, while
increasing the K inereaseB the I the F xs also increased by a
like amount. Hence there is no advantage gained by increasin K
the mass of the load-carrying structure.
Likewise, if it is _sumed that B does not scale with L or
K, but is held constant,
A _ L K/Ps ,
I _ B2 L K/ps ,
M _ L 2K,
and
F_ L 3 K aA,
d ,._ L 5 a b ps/B 2 E.
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4,0 SPECIFIC STIEtC__ l}_q._ION _ALYSES.
-_i_ _ ..4.! _S_ _OF __ CO_IFI_IU_IONS AND LOADING CONDITIOIS.
" ?-::N tape_/N*_tlWee n_s-tapered structural configurations,
": ..... " I_ /foIiowiN _i© parsmeters v have been selected and are
.IN :__s of this _lyses the follow/nK_ parameters have
been:_sen.-- Tb_se parameters are comson to all the confib_trations.
L -- 300, 200, I00
kS : 0.80, 0.65, 0.30
Actuator Cases I_ 2s 3, 4 (per Sect/on 2.4)
K=O.I
(t/W) = 0.01
PFE = 7.3 x 10 -4 (Steel), PS = 2.59 x 10 -4 (alum.)
SFE = 5 x 104 (Steel)
k_2 ffi 0.75
k _'- O. 9 .
O • ' - - •
k.F = 0.05
(I1/I o) = l.O, for non-tapered structures
(11/1 o) = 0.2, for tapered structures
E ffi 107 , for aluminum
Figs. 15, 16, and the above describe six different
configurations for each of which, because of the chosen values
for k S and corresponding actuator distribution cases, there are
III-4_
Again d is independent of K. The added stiffness added
by increasing K is again negated by the increased loads.
Continuing alone the same lines, the thickness of the web
and flange sections of the beam crossection can be assumed to be
held constant. In this case the depth of the beam would scale
linearly with _L and,
d,',., L 3 a A Ps/E K2.
Here a pronounced advantage is gained by increasing K.
- - I$ _ i_believed_thatbe_m proportions Chosen in Section
3.2.1 produce the moAst realistic scaling factors. While
possible alternate structural proportions may result in more
desirable scaling factors as indicated above, they do not
directly take into account the proportions that effect the
..... Comp!iances due to !oca!_ flange or web buckling .. _ such they
• " are not realistic.
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4.2
twenty different loading conditions.
The 1oadinl conditions (i.e. reaction forces_ F, and
torqueat Yt at the structural junctions) are obtained with the aid
of Figs 111-49 IlI-4a, and III-5 for the non-tapered structures,
and Fi_. III-ll, III-12, and III-5 for the tapered structures.
The scaling factors for the configuratlon and loading
conditions, in Fi_. III-16, are computed with Eqs. (37a) to (37j).
While the weighted ram deflection, d, is expected to scale
accurately with respect to aA, psg E, and K_ as discussed in
connection with Eq. (37k), specific values for aA, PS' E, and K
have been selected in the above for computational purposes.
DEFLECTION PATTERNS.
The loading conditions plus crossectional and mass properties
computed in Section 4.1 are used an input data for the GD/A
(1B)17090) deflection analysis program.
Input data for the following specific structural configu-
rations and loadlng conditions used:
Confil_ration Loadin_ Conditions
I 1 to 20
II 1 to 10
III 1 to 10
I T 1 to 10
III T 1 to 10
The results presented in this and the following sections
are based on these data.
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In addition to the above data a minor-axis moment of inertia
of i0 in.4: has. been used to-satisfy the program input requirements.
i, _ This inerti; [: as " " for, the othjr confi_ !_ - : ' " _-
'rations: for the muller (L,= 100) configurations, it
is comparable with the principal-axis inertia. However, because
of the nature of the loading conditions the influence of the minor-
axis inertia on flexural rigidity is not significant.
.*he program computes the three orthogonal linear and angular
deflections at the junctions, as well as the coordinate forces and
torques acting on each of the structural members.
_,-i"| _"areJ_ly_ cOncernedwith the linear deflections normal "
to the reflector surface (i.e. nominally in the direction of the
axis of the main lobe in the radiation pattern). In the more
complete r-f radiation {I_/090) program , described in the second
quarterly report, Ref. (4), all linear and angular deflections are
taken into account.
Normalized deflection patterns are presented in Figs. 111-7
to. III-26 for-the tapered and non-taperedstructures under'the
-, dxfferent:loading conditions, Thedark vertical lines in these
figures represent the normal components of the deflections-at
the junctions in one quadrant of the structure.
The computed normalized deflection patterns in Figs.
to 111-27 are not affected by load level changes.
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4.2.1
4.2.2
MONOTONIC DEFLECTION PATTERNS.
It is noted in Figs. 111-17, III-20, III-L_, 111-23, and
III-26 that the deflection patterns are _ery similar for the non-
tapered structures under loading conditions 1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 12,
13, 14, 18, 19, 20, as well as for the tapered structures under
loading conditions 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10. These are the conditions
in which the actuators are located at or near the center of the
reflector (i.e. actuator distribution cases 1 and 2), or in which
the masses and output torques of the individual actuators are
reduced and have a maximumdiatribution over the structure (i.e.
actuation distribution case 4). For these conditions the reaction
forces and applied torques corporate to produce deflections that
continuously increase with distance from the neutral axis.
PATTERN INFLECTIONS.
When the actuators are deployed at a substantial distance
frol the neutral axis, as in the actuator distribution case 3,
there is a tendency for the actuator torques to deflect the
structure between the actuators and neutral axis in a direction
opposite to that normally caused by the reaction forces at the
junctions. As a result, there generally are inflections in the
patterns for loading conditions 5, 6, 7, 15, 16, 17. An exception
to this for the tapered structures under loading condition 5 is
noted in Fig. 111-24. However, when the loads are increased in
this case, Fig. 111-25 indicates that an inflection does take
place in the deflection pattern.
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It is possible that inflections say be avoided or induced
by adding or subtracting local stiffness in the vacinity of the :.
4.3
would have to be evaluated in tern of the affects on the weighted " i::::
ram deflections considered in Section 4,3.
It is interesting that the rsm deflections, rather than
individual peaks in the deflection pattern, have a major influence
on the r-f radiation performance of a reflector.
The deflection patterns in Figs. 111-17 to 111-26 appro_t-
sate the mode shapes at the fundamental resonant frequencies of
the structure. :_._-• _" - •
There _ s_tendencyfor inflections to develop in cases 2 and
4g however, because of the loading conditions or configuration _
properties they do not. A comparison of the patterns in Figs.
111-19 and Ill-22 for case 4 actuators indicates the influence of
O-A vs. O-B loading conditions on inflections.
WEIGHTED _ DEFLECTIONS.
A computer program was set up to detenaine the weighted rum
deflections, d, for each of the sixty loading conditions and five
configurations described An Section 4.2. Figs. 111-27 to 111-29
show the nrosalized rss deflections vs. reflector size for cosine
illumination, the four actuator distribution cases, O-A axis
rotation, three values of ks, and non-tapered and tapered
structures. Figs. 111-30 to III-32 show the deflections for
uniform ilIumination, the other parmeters being the same.
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The rms deflections, d, may be used with the information in
Section 4.5 to nominally select the allowable operating r-f
frequency. An approxleuate evaluation of the influence of d on
antenna dirsctivity, and side lobe level, may then be typically
obtained with Referencem (2) and (3).
It is relevant that the radiation analysis proKras , developed
in part under this study, makes use of the individual deflections
at the structural junctions, rather than d, to compute the far
field radiation pattern. Once the pattern has been computed and
plotted (automatically with the SC4020) the directivity and side
lobe information is ava/lable. This approach, it is believed t
yields mach more useful and accurate results than available in the
literature based on the d values.
4.3.1 AFFECTS OF STRUCTURAL TAPERING AND ACTUATOR DISTRIBUTIONS.
It is noted in Figs. III-27 to III-32 that the chosen actuator
distribution cases have a pronounced affect on d. For the non-
tapered structures the r_s deflections progressively decrease from
case I to 4. For the tapered structures the rms deflections
decrease in the case order 1, 2, 4, 3. The lowest deflections are
obtained with the chosen non-tapered structure and case 4 actuator
distribution.
Structural tapering increases d in cases I and 4 and
generally decreases d in cases I and 3. In case 4, where the
actuators have their maximum distribution, the tapering is most
detrimental. In case 1, where only one actuator is used at the
III-71
apex of the reflector v tapering is most bene,ticial. This indicates
that the tapering-and actuator distributions must be considered
: _ collectively ., to max/sdse their individual .contributions' to . _ .
o
4.3.2; _ AFFECTS OF S_ )tkSS FRACTIONS.
Because the actuator sasses are lumped, and are assused to
have no angular moment of inertias about their centers of mass,
changes in k s (the structural ms fraction) in case I, have no
effect on d. For the other cases the k S values have an effect on
d as displayed in Fi_. 111-33 to 111-30, for L = 300, 200, 100,
It iS evident from _.:II1-33 to III-3B that in most cases, the
nonsally expected, the reduction of structural compliances, (i.e.
the reduction of k S) results in reduced r-f performance (i.e.
increased d valves). In some of the cases, however, the opposite
is true. It is expected that this latter occurrence xs" explained
in part by the tendency in these cases for an inflection or an
incipient inflection iRthe deflection pattern.
. " . ' . o _ .. - . . .
Whileun/form i11mination generallyincreases the values of
d, it does not significantly ehulfe the character of the d vs. k S
CUl_res.
4.3.3 AFFECTS OF ILLUMINATION FUNCTIONS.
The chosen cosine illumination reduces the d values on the
order of one-third of the d values for the uniform illumination.
This fellows from the nature of the loading conditions which
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4.3.4
Kenerally c_use the junction deflections to increase with distance
from the neutral axis, particularly when there are no inflections
in the deflection pattern.
Fig. I11-39 shows the ratio of d values for uniform ilium/-
nation to the d values for cosine illumination. The ratios in
Fig. 111-39 indicate that the greatest improvement due to the
cosine illumination generally takes place for the non-tapered
structures.
O-A AXIS VS. O-B AXIS ROTATION.
Fig. 111-40 shows the ratios of d for O-B to d for O-A axis
rotation with cosine and uniform illumination. These ratios are
based on the deflection data for the non-tapered structure with
L= 300.
The small ratios, in Fig. III-40, for case 3 (compared to
case 4) may be explained by the deflection pattern inflections
which take place for both the O-A and O-B axis-rotations (see
FiKs. IZZ-18 and III-21). In case 4, there are inflections in the
O-A rotation axis patterns (see Fig. III-19) and none in the O-B
rotation-axis patterns (see Fig. III-22). Since d tends to be
larKer when there are no inflections than when there are inflections
it follows that the ratios in FLK. III-40 should be larKer for case
4 than for case 5.
Also there are no inflections in the patterns for cases 1 and
2t and O-A and O-B axis rotation (see Figs. 111-17 and 111-20). By
the above reasoning the d-ratios for case 4 are greater than corres-
ponding the d-ratios for cases 1 and 2.
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ACTUATOR
LOABI_G DISTRIBUTI01_
COkblTlO%i CASE
--,. ,
NON -TAPERED TAP_
3
4
5
6
7
8
L = 300 L = 200 L = I00 L = 3(X) L = I00
,, ...
+ 2.70
2 3.60 3.25
2 3.75 4.40
3 3.60 3.80
3 3.50 3.40
3 3.5O 3.40
4 2.40 2.55
4
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
i 2.35 _ 2.60
2.32
3,42
3 ° 40
3.56
3.45
3.44
3.46
2.67
2.00
2.31 2.2O
2.67
3.26
3.18
3.23
1.46
2.60
2.94
2.72
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 4 2.60
2.68
3.06
3.06
3.06
2.02
1.75
1.68
2.70
2.72
2.67
3.06
3.02
2.95
2.06
1.75
1.78
2.65
2.70 ....
2.70
Fit. 111-39. Ratio of d for uniform illumination to d for cosine
illum_nattonv O-A axis rotation.
LOADING
CO_J)ITION s
1, 11
2, 12
3, 13
4, 14
5, 15
6 t 16
7, 17
8, 18
9. 19
10_ 20
ACTUATOR
DISTRIBUTION
CASF.,8
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
COSINE
ILLUMINATION
1.54
1.90
2.10
1.00
0.77
0.63
5.40
3.24
3.29
UNIFOI_M
ILLUMINATIOI_
1.54
1,68
1.82
0.45
0.58
0.52
6°50
5.40
2.54
Fig. III-40. Ratio of d for O-B to d for O-A
axis rotation, non-tapered structure,
L= 300.
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l_rnioaal ri_idit! An the structural mrs has been neglected
is the d calculations. This rigidity, if included in the analysis,
would have a greater influence in reducing the O-B deflections then
An redueimG the O-A deflectioua, and may therefore minimise the
4.3.5
dis©repsaclos _ An Fig. III-40.
(3?k) that there Is s
probable error _ the _caIAng of d _Ath L 4. ?be extent of this
error is indicated in Fig. III-41. Here the values of d at L = 300
are obtained by L 4 scaling of the values at L = 100. The ratio
As then taken of these values to the actually coaputed d valmm
at L = 300. The available data atlmm for the computatima of tbe_e
ratios rely for O-A az/8 retstioa, as shown An FiE. III-41.
It cm be ....
occur for the non-tapered structures. This is explained tn part
by the greater tendency for deflection-pattern inflection in the
case of the non-tapered structures.
4.4 YO_I_6 INn Sl_l_II_ IUT]_.
Fip. III-42 sad III-43 sk_e the noroallsed sam tur!ing
rates w A m vs. ks for the non-tapered and tapered structures, sad
!II-_.
CASE
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
4
COSII_E ILLUNINATI(;I_ UNIFORM
kl TAPERED NON-TAPEREJ) TAPERED
ILLUNINATIOk
NON-TAPerED
0°80 0.98 1.60 1.00 1.50
0.80 1.05 loO0
0.63 Io00 1.23 0.99 1047
0.50 1.00 1022 0.97 1.16
0.80 1.01 0,85 1.01 0.82
0.65 0.99 0.88 1.00 0.89
0050 1.OO 0.96 1o00 0.95
0,80 0.99 1o03 0.98 1.14
0.65 1.00 1.57 1.00 1.37
0050 0.99 1.33 1.00 1.37
Fi K. III-41. Ratio of scaled to computed values of
d at L = 300 for O-A axis rotation .
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the different actuator distribution cases. Figm. I11-44 and 111-45
show the normalised Slewinl rates a&, vs. k S for the sane structures
and cases.-_ Fism._ : Ill-42 and tXI-45, are.. based.. _._-_. data _, _S,i_ i.- :
IIt-15 and theacalingequations, Eqs (37 K) and 137£)
. o m
It follows from an examination of Figs. 111-42 to 111-45 that:
(I) The wAmax and a A in all cases increase with ks, and for
any given ks, cue, and rotation ani8; and WAmax and a A
are larger for the tapered thou for the non-tapered
structures. These characteristics follow firstlyfr0m the
predominantly greater increase of _ (in Eq. (36)) with ks _
" t_ tke_•l , and secondly because i£
for _the tapered structures than for comparable non-tapered
atruc tureo.
(2) The WAmax and a£ for O-B axis rotation are smaller than
these values for O-A ms rotation in the tapered
structures and for case I of the non-tapered structures.
At other tims w A nax an_ a A for O-B axis rotation are
_reater than for 0-1 axis rotation. These oecurT_ncea are
largely expla/ned by the values of I-A in the different
configurations and cases.
(3) The wAmax and a A performance is improved is the came
order 3, 4, 2 t 1.
(4) The greater the mN/pNL ratio the greater the v£ max"
Also the greater the KO'43/w A L I'14 ratio the greater
the• a£. It is noted that K. does not influence Wzmax but
I II-_
_q
Fig. 111-44.
0.80 0.65 0.50
k S
Normalizedslewingrate, non-tapered structures.
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4.4.1
4.5
does have an effect on a A.
TRADE-OFFS OF REFLECTOR DISTORTIONS TURNING RATES AND SLEWING RATES.
A comparison of the d values in Figs. 111-27 to 111-38 and the
w& max and a£ valves in FI_s. 111-42 to 111-45 indicate the trade-
offs available in the selection of ks, case, L, etc. to achieve
given performance objectives. The following observations are made
on the basis of the information in the above fiKures:
(1) While low values of ks, and cases 1 and 2 compared to
cases 3 and 4 result in relatively high values of w A max
and a A they also result in high d values.
(2) Increasing the K and reducing L reduces d, and increases
a A and w A sukx"
(3) If the downward or level trend of d vs. k S is maintained
for preferred rotation axes in cases 2 and 4 (as shown in
Figs. 111-33 to III-38) then lowering the valves of ks,
for these axes and cases, improves the d, w A max' and a A
perforsmnce. Therefore cases 2 and 4 would be the most
loKic choices if the rotation axes are limited respective-
ly to O-A and O-B. It is, however, not usually practical
to use only one rotation axis.
(4) The tapered structures provide consistently better wA max
and a A performance but do not always provide better d
performance.
LIMITATIONS ON DEFLECTIONS.
The computer proKram for determining deflections is based on
small deflection theory. It is estimated that the theory is valid
111-89
for the distortions, and corresponding frequencies and reflector
sizes., imdicated in .Fig. 111-46.
in Fie. 111-46 exceed the usual I000 wavele_ths-in-
the-ape_ure upper Ixmlt and I/I0 to 1/30 of-a-wavelength-aperture-
distortic_a lower limit. The upper limits on aperture distortions
in Fig. III-46, which are critical to the accuracy of the de-
flectlon analysis program, are also excessively large.
4.6 _MMAI_ OF RESULTS.
Fig. III-47 susmari_es the positive _ad/or negative influences
of deslgnated changes in the independent structural and operational
parmters on des!snared changes in' d,. a£,. am i: w A max" The
influences of an indivldual paraseter is Ju_su_ed to take place while
the other parameters are held fixed. Therefore a + sign in Fig.
111-47 indicates that a positive or negative influence can take
place depending on the values of associated parameters. When no
signs appear in Fig. 111-47 the independent parasseters have no
influence on the dependent parameters.
Tb_ + signs in Fig._ 111-47 generally indicate the desira-
bility: of the independent parameter chanKe, and a - siva the
undesirability of the ch_n_e. It is evident that the influences
on a£ and w A max are not always compatible with the influences on d.
Quantitative data on the above is contained in this report.
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IV. DETAILED"RATIO" MODELANALYSIS
IV-k. STRUCTURALOADS
(By G. H. Now_, checked by P. S1ysh)
I.O GENERAL
• ttitude maneuvering of the chosen RATIO antenna is achieved by inertl•]
(including gyroscopic) reactions against the flywheels. The imposed
torsional loads on the structure0 due to the actuators, glve rlse to • set
linear inertial loads and finally to • distribution of elastic defleetlons
over the entire structure. In thls study only the steady st•to loads are
considered.
The study of the dynamic performance of RATIO structures as part of
the over-all attitude control system must start with the steady state
an•lysls. It is tentatively estimated that the results of the subject
steady st•to analysis will be valid for RATIO systems in which the resonant
frequency of the structure is approximately an octave higher than the
highest characteristic frequency of the attitude controller.
2.0 GEOMETRY OF STRUCTURE
For purposes of Initially simplifying the analysis of the component forces
and torques it 18 assumed that the panel structure forms a grid of equal
length and constant cross-sectlon beams. The distributed mass of the
reflector structure i_ lumped at the junctions of the grid. The weights
of the inertial actuators (each of which include sets of three orthogonal
flywheels) are also lumped at the junctions, where, likewise, the legs of
the tetrapod feed structure are assumed to be mounted.
9-1
-i
qn x. v, z coordinate system is a_sumed with it_ origin at the _pe_
o£ the _raboloid and tt_ z-_xi_ coincident with th_ focal, axis. The chaser
_tructure is such that a _ - _-.:_
T
The coor_ltMtes. X, y,_ it,_ of the mass at. the j.neti.n of the mi_ Columr_
and n_ row of the grid are given a_ solutions to,
,,,L/t ffi ].o%fx/2f + "l -'. (x/2f)2_ '* . "_/217 "l + (x/21')2_ _
qll (1)
.)
nL/f = lOgerY/2f ÷ rl + (y/2f)'-i '_ "t + ry/2f'l rl + (y/2f)2_, (2)
2 2 2
4fZ _ x * Y • * Ym _ _ - _ T _ _.. . . .... .
where f iq the focal length, and L is the length of the grid.
If it is assumed that the antenna rotate_ abo.t the center of gravity
of the antenna Rtructure then the coordinateq of the mas_ are described
in a ne_ coordinate system, r., r., r_o _*ith the origin of the new
coordinate system at the chosen center of mag_.
(3)
(4)
(y,)
k -
+ f 4f2)S/2 3/2r3 - Ix'_ Y2)/4f- ( r(l+r2/o - 1](3/5)/rll*r_/4f 2) - 1]
N
i
t-I
+ %zv/k_'_ki'/<.,,,i.+.+.,+ki'> , (6)
where
r , the mean radius of the aperture_
o
XT' YT' coordinates of a torque actuator set,
m[, mass of a torque actuator set,
N, number of torque actuator sets,
k, mass density of the surface of the reflector,
MF+ mass of the feed system,
;_F' distance of the feed frot the apex of the paraboloid,
_, tile area of the paraboloidal reflector,
";i"= (+,,/3+f2 (rl + (r l_+fi+'>l+I+'- i,)0 + (7)
Since the Euler equations govern the motion, the angular rate components
of the antenna in the mass-centered-coordinate system, Wl, w2, w3, are inter-
dependent time functions.
3.0 REACTION LOADS
To develop typical loading conditions it is assumed that the given initial
angular rates about the rl, r2, r 3 axes are wlO = w20 = 0 and w _ O;
IV-3
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and the required, final (steady state) angular rates are elm and w2m .
The w3m is assumed to vanish, The final angular rates are approached
asymptotically, and the same time eonstant_/a, is used to deserlbe the
exponential angular rate increase or decruee about the i_ree axes,
and as a esna_lUeUe ef the varying
gyroscopic and inertial reactions, the maximum reaction forces at the
e
structural junctions are dsv_leped at some time after the initial attitude
control torques are applied and before the final angular rates are achieved.
The components of these maximum rose@ion forces at each of the structural
junctions are,
(Pum)l "_Uul [vl (m r÷ w r + ,_r)
" l'l' 22 33
9 2 ll 22 33
3 :3 l 1 22 33
-r (w 2 + v 2 + w 2)- + r ; - r ;
l l 2 3 32 23
2 l 2 3 13 31
3 l 2 3 21 12
I , (e)
where U i8 the mass eoneentratsd at the (m,n) Junetlcn.
uns
Three orthogsnal flywheel sets at each of the actuator stations (of the
ehooen model) are replaced by a sinjle sot of orthogonal flywheels. These
flywheels are taken to have angular rates nlt n2. n3_ about their spin axes
respectively in the x, y. s direetioun. The threo flywheels are assumed to
have the same inertial preporties. If the three flywheels turn with
angular rates hi, n2, n3 then Wl, v2, v3 are functions of these flywheel
rate functions according to the set of Euler equations,
_i ÷ us'= " n2"s " ";] [1. (J]÷ ".)/JA] - "='s(Jo " _])/_A.
÷(J./_.)(nsws - %%), (9)
_= + hi,,3 - ns-1 - -;= [] + (J]+ _.)/_xl - "s'l(_o - Ji)/Jx,
+(Jq/J,) (nxw= - n_wI) (10)
us * n2"; " "l'= " "'3 [1 ÷ (J1 ÷ _.)/_A 1 +(_'/J*)(%'_-a;'t)' (l])
where,
JA is the inertia of the couposite flywheel about its spln axis,
JB is the inertla about an axis perpendicular to the, spin axis,
Jo is the inertia of the reflector about the focal axis,
J] is the inertia about an axis perpdendicu]ar to the focal axis.
Under the steady state conditions,
nl m . n2 m . n3 m = Wl_ = v2m = w3_ = O. (12)
Using the values in Eqs, 9, lO, i._; khd 1.2,
-n2o w3o + n3- w2- = w2- w3o (Jo - JI)/JA ' (;3)
n]m w3e. - n3e, Wl.o " Wl.. w3" (Jo - JI)/JA " (]4)
-nlo w2o + n2o Wlm = O,
(15)
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The determinant ef the system ef Bqe. ]3. 14. ]So is,
O -w3m
w3, 0
V2,.
"w 1o m O# •
theretore, solutions for el., n_. exist L! the equations are homoKeueouej
or -vhen,
Vl_. v2m. O, wSe_ O j (*)
"3-" o , vie 0 O, v20+ o . (n)
The condition (A) characterises the case in which the dish is turntni
about its focal axis. The condition(B) Is ter the ease in vhieb the dish
is turning about an sxie perpondtoular to the focal axis.
Censidert_KCile (B), it fellm U_t, *
.,J.,. - .,J.,.. (17)
and
n3o w Oo (is)
5.0 MODEL FUNCTIONS FOR ANTENNA TURNING RATES
Prom the energy eonmideration expressions san be found for nlm and n2m
in terms of the steady state values wlo j w2m , and the initial values
nlO, n20' n30' riO' v20' v30:
nl.--rl÷ (.T1 ÷ _B)/.T,I-l.÷R_',,IJ(,,_.÷ w_.)_. (]9)
(2o)
where,
a = ( rile. [1 . (J1 ÷ ue)/JA 1 "]o t=
• { ,so ÷ [l ; (,T1 + US)/J A) Woo]_
+ ( %o ÷ _l + (_o ÷ s_s)/_A1 W3o]s • (sl}
The angular rates wI and w_aro constant only when w3 is zero. This
allows the ehoiee of a simple sot of model functions for Wl, w2 and w3:ta.
w I = Wl. (1 - o "at ), (2s)
w2 ,, w20 (1 - • -at ), (23)
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-at
w3 = w30e * (24)
wkere_a .Is the timeconstant dependent _*]¥_en/q_M, t_ eenstall ef _ -_ _ /:: _-:ii _:_
moter, tnorttmevbeeleombinatleno:_Tbo shoo'on set ,f fuatt0net l_llS. 22, _3,
24t is only one of a Iarge family of possible sets.
With • given set of model functions, the Eqs. 9, 10, 11 have to be
solved to find the corresponding time functions el) n2) n3 of the flywheels.
Eqo. 9, 10, 11, with Wl, we, w3 from Nqs. 22, 23, 24 represent tJte attitude
control equations of the inertia-wheel-driven RATIO ,nCennm.
6.0 APPLIED TORQUES
L . .
The torques, TI, T2, T3, applied to the Imtenua are described by the hler
equations.
T .;,J -.v(J
t 2 1 1 3 •
(2"r)
Hines Vl, v 2 and w3 _rom Eqs. 22, 23, 24) are known functions ef time,
T1, T2, T3 are functions of time mad represent the torque loads on the
structure.
J
For purposes of studying the structural deflection the maximum torque
magntt..dn,
ts taken to exist at the ttnet = to. when,
Tliix(dil/dt)÷ TisLx (dTi/dt)÷ T3max(dT3/dt). O. (_o)
Evaluating Eq. 29 using Eq8. 25, 26, 27, yields,
to - ]Is leil I (3/4) [l ÷ (l - _/9)_ _ , (30)
where,
2 2 2 2 2 2A -- 1 + _i=/(J - Jl ) ] [JILW30 4- Jo/(w]m ÷ w m ) ] . (31)
For t - t
0
the components of the maximum torque are,
il ,,ix" Wl_,l J] ÷ (l/]#)wl--w30(Je
[3 + (0- eX)_,
" Ji) [] - (' - sA)_
(32)
% ,,x- "=.- J] - (]/i6)-z..-_(#o - Jill - (' - sA)_
rs + (, - e_)_, (35)
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T3 ..x" "'3o " a. r3 + (,- 8A)_/4.
A
k
L-
(34)
Assuming there are N structural juncttens occupied by a set st three
flywheels, then the tetal number of flywheels are 3N, and-the terques
applied to the dish per flywheel are.
t I . T1 _N,IIBZ" (3s)
t .T _ -
t _ T /N 9
3 3max
(3e)
(37)
7.0 IN_P.TIX OF DISH
The locations ter the N flywheels are abrttrary.
eeer41nateo a_'e_-
The'l_ tlywheel's _
. 2 2(%)t' (_), , (,T)t I_(%) t • (yT)t]/4t, (38)
where,
i - I, i, .... • • M.
Usin_ these notationm the moments of inertia of the dish about ita
prinrilml _x_M aret
Jo = ml
N
i=1
2[ (_r)ia • (.YT)i). (64. k_4 /l.) [] - (z • h/f) "_/2
(1 - 3h/2f) ],
.j_ (.1) ._ ( [ (_)2 )2 }2
= T i * (YT i ] /4f - Z°
i=l
-4-, kf4/]05 { (] + h/f) 3/2 [._5 (] * Z /f)2
o
2
-42(1 + Zo/f)_ (1 _- h/f) • 1.5 (1 ÷ h/f1 !
-Is ÷ 7 (z - 5_Ifl (1 - z/f) } * .1o/2 *.V(zr- zo)a,
o o
(._9)
(40_
2 /4f), mI is the ms of onewhere h im the depth of the dimb (h ffi r °
flysdaeel met, and Z ° il the distance of the antenna center of ms
fros the apex of the did. That is,
0
= [k]/ (1_ 1- Hv o kA) ] ( f { 3/5[(1 + r2o /4f2)5/2 -1 ]/
N
2 o 3/2 )
[ (1 ÷ r /4f-) -1]-I ) - (m/kA) _ [ (xT)2
O i=l
+(yT )2 HFZ_'k_)_i ]/4f -'- (41)
8.0 R,'ACTION FORCE_ OF FEED
In addition to the above force and torques a set of forces exiAt between
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the junction Of the structural bay (tetrapod) and the reflector. These
ro_-- _un _ d_te_._,_rro, th_ ror_es V1, r2,-r _ (i. t_e r l, r_, r_
on the _ " :
', directions) acti_ feed ms., ,- ..... • . .
v_ = "v {'21%l (zv- z
-- 0 • )) - Wll( _- Z ) ,@ (43)
F3 = _F(w21 +w:l) (Z F-Z o) . (44)
w13 and their derivatives are values for which Eqs. 32-34
are a _mximtm_ t&at_i_i __i::_ii._ 'i _ "
"11 -- "l- (l/4)_;- (9-_)1/_-1,
21 2m
(4S)
w31 = w30 (1/4)[3 + (9-8A) I/2], (46)
;11 = Wlm (a/4)[l - (9-8A)1/21 (47)
21 2_
;31 = m30 (a/4)f3 + (9-8A) 1/2] . (48)
Wll = w2i = O, w31 = w30 , ;11 = Wl..a' ;21 = w2_a' and ;31 = "_30 a"
9.0 SUY_ARY
The steady state forces (_. 8) and "_h_ steady state torques (_s. 32, 33,
34) have been established usin K a given set of model functions for antenna
turning rates (Eqs. 22, 23, 24). The forces and torques are based on the _-
40, e_©_.)_ On the masses ofthe Feeds. and "- _- "
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inertia wheels, as well as on the initial and final angular rates and
acceleratiolus of the flywheels and antenna.
10,0 STATUS
The equationa describinK the forces and torques acting on a reflector struc-
ture have been programed for a 7090 computer. This proKram has been applied
to determining the structural-junction coordinates, as wel] as the component
forces _nd torques at the structural junctions for cases up to 6 in Table 1.
Also listed in Table 1 are the structural beam properties (corresponding to
the indicated k values) which constitute one of the inputs to the structural
deflection analysis. The beam properties are defined by,
I
ww
I
YY
£
: the maximum section moment of inertia,
: the miniemm section moment of inertia,
: the cross-section area.
11.0 CONCLUSION
From the work done to date we are satisfied that the computer program for
determining structural loads performs satisfactorily.
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TABLE I
INrqJT PARAHETFJ_ FOR STB_CTURAL ANALYSIS
: ! r,
Parameter
Dimensions Case 1
r
o
L
in. 600
in. 60
rad./sec. 960
tad./s ec. I. 0
w30
w|o_
w2m
k
N
M1
m1
Actuator _ m
Location t n
tad./s ec. 1.0
rad./sec. . I.O
rad./sec ."ii- : .... " I ;0
2.. ,_Ib. -sec ./in. _ (7) 10 -6
- 4
lb. -sec2./in. 0
Ib 2 1• -sec /in.
- -+2
- -+2
Beam Properties
I
XX
I
YY
A
i.4.
2
in.
31
I
0.8
Case 2
6OO
6O
960
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
(_)lo "q_
4
0
1
+5
±5
Came 3
6OO
6O
960
0.I
0.I
0.I
0.1
(Y) 10 -6
4
0
1
_3
±5
51 31
I I
0.8 0.8
Case 4
60O
6O
960
0.I
0.I
0.1 -
0.1
( 7 ) 10 -6
4
1
1
-+5
-+5
31
1
0.8
Case 5
3000
3OO
48OO
0.1
0.!
0.1
0.1
(7) io -6
8
4
2
+3*6
±3 -+6
3600
10
4.0
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IV-B. RADIATION PATTERNS
(By G. H. Nowak, checked by G. A. Burns and P. Slysh)
l. INTRODUCTION
The formation of antenna radiation patterns by r_flectors free s©atteriaE
and diffraction are of fundamental importance in antenna theory. There are
several approx/_ate methods of analyzing radiation patterns. Exact solutions
of the scattering problu have been obtained for only a limited number of
cases involving simple primary fields and reflectors of simple geometry, such
as spheres and cylinders. These problems are treated in standard works on
electromagnetic theory, to wh/ch the reader is referred for the results. I In
treating reflectors of shapes other than spherical or cylindrical it is
necessary to resort to approximate techniques. Several such methods, which
yield very Eood results at h/gh frequencies, are the (I) seometrical-optics
method, (2) current density-dlstrlbutlon method, (3) aperture-fleld method,
and (4) scalar diffraction method.
Both the current-distrlbutlon and aperture-fleld methods led to a
calculation of the scattered field as arising from a distribution of sources
over an open-surface, the boundary of which is defined by the system of
reflected rays. In contrast to the geometrical-optics method, the f_eld at
any point may be found as the superpositlon of contributions from all elements
of the source distribution, In seneral, therefore the latter two methods will
lead to nonzero field intensities in the reKlon of space not covered by the
system of r_ys; also, in the region of r_st the fields will differ from
those obtained on the basis of geometrical acattorin K. These deviations from
See, for example, J. A. Straiten, ElectromaEnetic Theory, NeGrsw-H/ll, Now
York, 1941, Chapter 9,
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the field rtgioe covered
by the r_ym tri_:the aperture. On the basis of this fact a cuion high-
frequency approx/matima technique is used for all problems of the type
involving a parabolic reflector. The mathematical details have been devel-
oped, and we need only summarize here the general ideas in the application of
the results to our problem, a In the case of a parabolic reflector the spot-
gtautrical propa_tlon of the scattered field lead one rather naturally to _ | i|
the scalar diffraction method. _
Experiments hove shown that whenever the d/mension8 of an aperture are
|)ilarge compared with the wavelength, the diffraction effect._ m/n/m/ged _ _ _:
L
ture area is associated withe surface E of _sflnlt_ extent wk/ch d/vldes all
space into two separate regions. The problem is then.oqulvalent tothat_ot
an aperture in sm Infinite screen On the mlrface E. It ia assumed that the
field over _ ta z_re everywhere except over the aperture area; Is effect, it
is assumed that d/ffractlon effects at w£de angles with respect to the
is assumed that tim aperture field is produced by |ooaetrical reflection or
refraction of the rays from the pr/mary food.
2, ASSb_PTIONS
la many mmten_m8 the fie.]_d over the aperture line-
ar_y polarized, oily a small fraction of the energ7 being in the crossed-
polarisation component of the fieAd. If the latter is neglected, the calcu-
lation of the diffraction field is simplified; by use of the high-
frequency approxlsations, conmidered previously, the problen can be reduced
The analysis presented herein is for a parabolic aperture of infinite
conductivity; the aperture will be taken in the Xy-plane as shown in
Figure IV-l, and the electric field will be taken to be polarised Ln the
x-direction. Further, in many antennas, where, although the distance to the
primary feed is not large, the geometry of the body is such that the ampli-
tude of the scattered gave at the primary feed is small. Hence, multiple
scattering may be neglected in the analysis of the total field. This essen-
tially mayo that one Is neglecting the effect of the reflector on the general
impedance characteristics of the antenna.
3. FAR FInD REPRgSm_rATION
The diffraction field of an aperture area, A, /s given by the scalar
integral formula,
j-
u = - (l/4_)| (v. _u/_ -u _w/_) de, (l)
P JA
where u is the electromagnetic scalar potential at the field point,
P
P (xsy,a), defined by the locul vector i_ltsusahown in Figure IV-I; _/_
represents the normal derivative with respect to the parabolic surface; the
unit vector _, normal to the iurface, taken to be in the positive outward
direction; u (x,y,z) is the scalar potential of the electromagnetic field at
the surface of the reflector due to the source field and is defined by,
u (x,y,s) = a (x,y,z) exp _-jk.b (xty,z)] (2)
where A (x,y,z) and L (x,y,s) are the anplltude and phase functions of the
source field respectively; ks is the wave number and equal to 2_/_o where _e
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Fig. IV-l. Paraboloidal geoaetry.
. ,L
is the free-space wavelength, and v is the scalar potentlsl of a field
point on the reflector surface given by,
• = exp (-Jkr)/r (3)
where r is the distance from the field point to the reflector element on the
surface.
It will be recosnized that Equation (I) is the lLtrchhoff scalar diffrac-
tion formula used in ph_slcal optlcs, s This equation can be regarded as the
mathematical expression of Hu_gen's principle for a scalar wave; the result-
ant wave amplitude at the field point P (x.y,z) bein K expressed as a sum of
contributions for the elements of surface dS. The first part of the integral
is a summation of terms of the form rexp (-jkr)/rl (_u/_n) dS - a summation
of the amplitudes of Isotropic spherical wavelets arising from sources of
strength proportional to (_u/h#n) dS on the surface elements dS. The second
part of the integral can be interpreted sisLtlarly.
The derivative of u with respect to the surface normal, n, is,
_/_ = _ . v u = -jk.u_ . VL . (u/A) _/_.. (4)
If the wavelength is short, ko is large and the second term on the right-
hand side of (4) is negligible in comparison with the first term. Therefore,
_u/_n _ -Jkou _ . VL. (5)
s See, for example, H. Born90ptlcs,reprint by Edwards Bros., Ann Arbor,
Hich., 1943.
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Let i be a unit vector £n the direction of the ray at the chosen point shoun
in Figure lY-l. If the wavefronts associated with the rays through the aper-
ture are the surfaces L (x,y,z) equal to s constant, then the required phase
" v
distribution £n k. L (x,y_oI. Thus,
where k is the wave number and equal to 2_/k where _ i8 the wavelength at
the aperture. Applying this results to (5) yields,
(7)
where the quantity (_ .i)in the cosine Of the angle between the E and i
unit vectors.
_ith regard to _/_, it is observed from (3) that,
_v/_n = _ . Vv = (d/dr) (exp-jkr) (l/r) (_ . F;)
or-.
L
_VI_ : - (i/r s) (exp-jkr) (jb + I) (s . r_" ).
In the Fraunhofer region or the far-zone, the distance r is large compared
to a wavelength for all points on the surface so that the last tens in the
above equation is negliEible in comparison to the first. We then have, as
an approximation valid in the far-zone, that,
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(8)
where the quantity (W . Fx) represents the cosine of the ankle between the
normal unAt vector _ and Px, the unAt vector From the point on the aperture
to the field point P (x,y,z).
With the aid of Equations (2), (3), (7), and (8), Equation (I) can be
written as,
up (x,y,z)= (jk/4_)f(A/r)[exp-jk(r + L)] (i + Fi). K dS. (9)
A
From P_gure 1¥-1, it can be seen that,
= e_ - _, (lo)
from which it follows,
r = (_. _)_/* = (e_ . 08 - 2_i . _)x/3
orl
r = (_ . oa)l/* (i - 2a_x)/(e a + o*)! _/*" (zi)
In the far-zone field the customary approximations are made with regard
to distance. For R very large r m R - R"I . _ and rl _ R-'l. FJquation (9),
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therefore, becamea,
Up = (jtr_4_)Cexp-jkH_/A (x,ytz)[exp-jk (L (x,y,z) - _ . _)]
A (1=)
, +"
o PILtSE FUNCTIGN
Attention will now be directed to the phase function L (xty,z) appearin_
in Equation (12). Since the reflector surface is a distorted p_raboloid
thea,
wheFe •
(13)
g ..
Oo = • X
..:,.
. j y + [ (x s + ya)/ 4f (14)
represents the undistorted surface and,
_s the distortion vector relative to the undistorted surfs©e.
" The unit vector. R_, is conveniently represented by the sphorical
cordtnatem 9 aml _ of Figure IV-I as,
(15)
Rl = i (cos e)(cos @) + j (con e)(nin e) x k (sin 9) (16)
The location of the prisary source field is given by,
= f E + _ (17)
where
(18)
repreaentm the feed mlealtgnaent and f im the local length of the parabolo£d
mealured in the s-direction.
Since,
i_ = +- + , (19)
it follows that,
or with the aid of Zquationa (13), (14), (15), (17), and (18),
L = ; = [(x + Ax) s + (Iv + _)s ÷ (xst4f + x=14f + _)a
+ (fixf) s + (Ayf) t + (f + _l_f) a -2(x + _x)_xf (21)
- 2(y + _Y)_Vf -2(xS/4f + YS/4f + _)(f + _zf)] 1/I-
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From (13) through (16) it follows that,
Rl - _ = (x + _x)(cos e)(cos e) ÷ (y + _y)(cos e)(sAn @)
.... (22):
k
Let the phase function or the exponmat of the exponential fmsctima
(L - Rx - _) in the integral of Equation (12) be desIgmated as M(x,y).
Then,
E
N(x,y) = (x * Ax) 2 + (_ + J_r)a + (xa/4r ÷ ya/4/' * _)=
j_
- 21y + _)_f - 21xai4f + y*14f + Azllf + _fl_xP 1231
- (x + Ax)(cos e)(cos e) - (y + _y)(cos O)(sin e)
b 5.
- (x_'14r + .v_'/4t . Az)s,tn O .
THE UMIT VBC'A_M_S _ and _ " '
The umit vector i from (J_[t_, smiq (13), 114), (15), 1171, and (18), is,
+ J_ (xs/4_ • ÷ _*/4r-/' + #= - _/,} _" •
(24)
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To determine the unit vector K, nornal to the distorted surface, we
start by Intersectlq the parabolold s = xa/4f + yS/4f by the planes
x = xm, y = Yn to obtain the parabolas of intersection 4 fs - ys - x a = O,
and 4 f£ x n s
- " ¥n = O. Lines tangent to these parabolas define a pl_e
tansent to the paraboloid. Lot us denote _ and _ as unit vectors tanKent
to the two intersected parabolas. The component representation of these
vectors are,
(25)
(26)
From the structure analysis, the angular distortion _6p
direction, and _ in the _ direction are to be determined.q
the unit vector _ and _ are •odifled as,
in the
As a result,
I "1
46
q '
(27)
(28)
The unit vector normal to the distorted surface is,
- , (29)
or in component form,
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(%
(p; q_ p; q_) • j (p; q,'o p; _}
qP_j-_/ •
* %"} _ {p; q; +p" a'÷ p" q_ =gda-r=-_ % ) .
}
The components in (30), of (27) and (28), usi_ (25) and (26), are,
t
%/4,r=}_ •
q i
- {_./2,} A%[_. (.,'./,t• }
(31)
(32)
:
.. [, ,;,,,,.]-", = .,. - {,=/-,}% [1 + (='_/,_,}
+ %-n/4_ )
I¥-_
/•
(33)
(34)
(35)
Ii I -I-1t11
(36)
6. NOI_4ALIZED RADIATION INTENSITY
Since only the relative field potential is of intereat the factor
before the _ntegrdl in (12) can be set equal to unity, and the lnte&ral can
be written as1
_p =/A (x,y,z) [exp-.ikN (x,y,z)] '1%(_ 1 ÷ g)
A
+ + ! _cls[1 (X:/4f a ) (y_n/4f I ) dx
t"
=./ A (x,y,z) cos 104 (x,y,z) _-(R1 * i)
A
[1 (x:/4f") (,:/4f")]z/,+ * dx d.y
(37)
- .i/A (X,ylZ) _si. k. (x,_,z)] _.(_+ _)
A
I
i I:'
where,
U
=/A (x,y,z) rcos kJ4 (x,y,z)] _-(Rx + i)
&
[1 (x:/4f")(y:/4f') ] _/"+ * dxd¥,
(38)
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_nd,
r
(39)
The masnitude of the norsali_ed radiation intensity at the field point P
(x,y,z) is therefore,
I=t# .,. _.
7.
The coordinates of the stractural j_ctioas xs; (u : 1,2, ...N)
and Yn; (n = 1,2,..._) are _iten as solutions of,
(40)
n*/f = lOSe[_./._ +
(41)
(4a)
_ + ,:/,e)./.] + (,.m), +,'/,e)".
- . . . •
Equations (38) and (39) must be evaluated for each of the structural
junctions.
a_ GausslanNethod of Integration.
For the assumed Integral,
b
I =IF(x) dx .
" . -,, -
• . . ._..
(43,)
one applies the transformation,
x = (b-a)/2_ ÷ (b+a)/2, (44)
obtaining,
÷1
-I
(45)
Defining the quantity,
(b-a)/2 F [[(b-a)/2 ÷ (b+a)/2] -, G ([) , (46)
then,
÷1
X =S G ([) d[ .
-I
(47)
For the sequence (x i) i = 1,2, .... N, (yi), exists such that,
Yi = F(x.) , (i = 1,2,...M) .l (48)
From these sequences, two new sequences (_i) i = 1,2, .... N and (_i)
i = 1,2, .... N can be defined as,
[i = [2x i - (a+b)_(b-a) , (49)
_i = (b-a)yl/2 = G([i) " (so)
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&ll values _i obey the inequality,
N
i=I
(52)
Substituting Equation (52) Into (47) yields,
N
: _ _i '
i=1
where
-I
(54}
(5._)
are the weights and are independent of G(_). These weishts, PI' can be
computed for a specific set of ([i) and used for different Inte_rands.
The inteKrmad of (55) can be written as,
-/
o :
or after perforsing multiplication1
m(_)/(_-_t) + ÷ a1 .,. % + .... + a_.,_ + a_. 1 , (57)
where
N
---al = -- = -- 1 + + "'" ÷ _i-1 + ÷I +
a
I
N I
= - : C (_1' ""
i=l
_i-I' _i÷z' "" _) '
(59)
+ ...... + _I _ =, I' _1 o-o -l' _i I' "'" )'
+ .... c,c,_ + c c3c"+ c c,c,,+ ... + c_c_
+ _,c_c+.,+ ... + c,c_ + .... + c_.,_,_,]
(_o)
:' ( _ _ _i {i _ )C _ oo o • • e,o
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•i,. _-,)_ r_._, .... ___ _,._ ... _,. (el)
% : c_l_ _" % _.
.... ___ _,._,.. _) , (_)
where,
I
_'_.cv (g,° gt'.... gi-,' gi+," .... gu) ° (_)
-i
-r.p.eW.t. *b _= -*i . .t .** .,_.t. _ " K.. _l_q " • ....... :_]o*co_t - .....:--: _
to tbo combimatima o£ t_ IS ©lass witbmt _Imtitloa. Yhm prim at the
riskt of the matim s)ol /n&t©ates that the value _i oust be oxclu/e/.
l_teKratlon of (57} betwoen _ = -1 _ad _ - ÷l results In,
÷I
[_(g)l(g-g_)] d_ = [, - (-,)_]/N
-,I
+ [a,l(N-,)] [, - (_,)N-*] • l
:!
_C_UIO •
÷"_ +"*g + --- +'x-t +'_-._ , (65)
it follows from (55) that,
Pi = {[I - (-I)N3/. + [ax/(S-l)] El - (-l) N-x]
}/[¢'+ .... !" ]/_2aN_3 3 ÷ 2aN_ + ax + ....1
(66)
If (66) is inserted in (54) and the summation is performed the integral
I, in (43), is evaluated.
b. Numerical Evaluation.
In order to evaluate the integrals in (38) and (39) one variable
(e.g., x = x ) is held constant and the integration is performed over the
n
other variable by means of (54) and (66).
Integrals U and V can be written in short form as,
x : x., _ = +y(x)
S
x ffi -x N, ¥ = -y(x)
V(x,y) dx dy , (67)
whe re,
_- (_z + _) It + _/4.'P + y_'/4P] 'la ,
x a/4f + yZ/4f)]
(6S)
and _ _ (x) are the boundary values of ¥ for a given value of x.
For a specific value of x = x£, assume a sequence (x.)x along the y = o
axis defining the division points of the structural junctions in the
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x-dlrection. Along x = x 4 the surface i_ divided alow_ the y-d/rection.
These points are defi_ed b_ the sequence yl (_ = 1,2_3,..K) as a function
of z4.-
-x N o_(x ) -x N i-l
k •
(sg) -
where,
and Pi(X|) for-(i : 1,2,31,-.K)awe tke weights.
£(L) weithts.
To complete the /nteKration.
For each x£ there are
(w)
where p| are the weishts for the dlvisionpoints along the x-axls.
The we!Khtmatrix,
I¥-34-
(72)
r
is an array of numbers obtained as the product of the £m weight of the
integration interval along the T-axis and the im weight of the integration
interval along the axis x = x£. The structural junction is deslEmated by
(£, i). The value v (x_,Yi) is the lntegrand at the point (4, i). The
approximation for the double integral (67) therefore is the sum of nil
products formed by the integrand at the structural junctions and the
associated element of the weight matrix.
Wl£ remains constant for an antenna with a Klven focal length, diameter,
and a given number of structural _unctions st which the integrals (38) and
(39) are to be evaluated. The integrand T (x£,¥i) however changes am n
function of the distortions in the aperture.
8. Ct_PUTATIONAL PROCEDUI_
For the sets of numerical values given in the RATIO First C_utrterl¥
Report GD/A6300856:
a. Coordinates and Deflections.
1. Compute and store values of x m and Yn from (41) and (42).
2° Compute and store ix, _y, Az for each (Xm,Yn). ix, _y, Az are
defined in (15). Assume _xf = Ayf = Azf= 0 in (18).
3° Compute and store A_p, and Agq, as defined for (27) and (28), for
each (Xm,Yn), From the structural analysis, the components (in
the x, y, z direction of the angular deflection at each (m, n)
structural junction are _xm,n' gz, m,n' and
[o-,. • b- ,
_l_q : {_l .,111 ÷ (il_lli.(,yn/=f) } [1 ÷ (yn/lf)'_ 1_ •
b. |ei|htrunctiona.
" 1. For each value of x A = x determine and store [(_), as defined for
.m
(_)._ K(J_) are the number of structural junct/onm at each x_ = x m.
:_ :_ .:-_ ._ are. i _ .
2. For _::=:-a /n (49),_ __i : yi_ b and b:: " "r " ": _ " .... " " "
maxiumm vm/ue8 £or -_ for each x_. Compute and store _yt(J_) =
Yil_)/y_(£) for each value of i = -K, -(K-I), -(K-2), -(K-3)
+(K-2) +(K-I) +K and each corFespondin K value of _ = -N, -(N-I),
-{u-21 .... ÷1_-2), +(N-I), +N. (Note I = K(_) from item I /a
Section 8b.)
3; US_ values ot _[-i(X) from above
4Q
to (6i) for each _ =-N, -(N_I) .... +(_-1), +N.
Co
5. Compute and store P/_r' Pix' and Wll from (66) and (72) using the
results of item 3 and 4. (Note pl(x_) = p_y, and p_ = Pix.)
Radiation Function
_1. Us£a_ the results of £tm 1 to 3 in Section 8a, compute and stere
r "_" _ " values tot Nl_,y n) tro_ 123)., . i e and _ are variables.
2. Using, the _p and %. from item :3 in Secti_a 8a: compute and store
Pl_, P_, P;, q_, q;, q_ from 131) to (36).
_. Fro= (=4), (30) and (22),
. (_ ÷ i) =[coa e cos _- (k/_)(x ÷ _x- _xt)]
(P; _ - p; q._)/& ÷ _coa O sin _ - (k/_)(y n + Ay
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- _f)]
(p_ q_ - p_ _)/A
(p_ q_- p_ q_)/A,
where_
_2A = E(p_ m + p_ . p_a) (q_2 + q_a + q;a)
_ (p_ q_ . p_ q_ + p_ q_)m]x/a .
Q
*t
Compute and store _ . (Rx + s) from above and N(xm,y m) frol (23),
for (k/_) = 1 and Axf = _yf = _yf = O.
Take A(x,ylxa/4f + y2/4f) = 1 and using results of item 3 in
Section 8cl compute and store 4(xm,y n) from (68).
_aluate, tabulate and plot (71)1 using results of items 4 and 1
in Section 8c. The equations are to be evaluated at_ e = -_,
-(_ -0.05_), - (. -0.10_), .... + (- -0.10_), + (_ -0.05_), . and
= -_, - (_ -0o05_), - (_ -O. lO_)j ... + (_ -0.0_), _. The
$C 4020 Is used for the plotting.
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APPENDIX A- STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
(By J. R. Lloyd and K. C. Valanis)
1.0 _.
k S_ti_s III and IV of this study, use is made of a structural
analysLs pro_aR, currently available in the General Dynamics computer
library. The following is a brief outline of the theory underlying this
program as it has been updated for application to RATIO structures.
1.1 GF._ERAL &PPROACH
The analysis aethod is based on an extension of the well known
matrix displacement method for the analysis of complex frames. It has
the following features:
1. Tre tr_iqp _,_|ysi_ a]_|ic_ to an art:itrary thr_,e-.limrnsion_|
_tructt, re lmving pinned, elastic, or rigid joints.
'. TiLe qi_ degrees of free,toni _t the two ends of the truss members
are u_ed to desc, ibe strt_ctural deformations. _hear panels may
be accora_odated in the analysis.
3. Loads in any of the six degrees of freedo_f_ may !_e introduced
at any point on the structure.
4. Curved truss r.tembers with non-uniform cross qections can l)e
h_mdled, and there is no theoretical limit on the nur0fl_er of
members meetin_ at a joint. (_traight mer_bers with constant
cross sections will Le assumed.)
5. Account _ay be taken of thermal loads and r omcnts_ due to
temperature fields.
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6. The stresses in the structure are well below the elastic
-li
1
A
Cross sectional area of an element for tension and
compression.
Cross sectxonal area of an element for shear.
(a)
A mtrix which places a _tructural element in a specific
relationship to the aggregate of such elements constitut-
ing the structure.
tc)
E
G
A transformation matrix relating the fixed and local
coordinate systems.
• _:odulttsofelasticity,/. - _ .....
Shear modulus of elasticity.
Ix, I Homent of inertia of an element about its x, z- axes.
J Polar moment of inertia.
K Cross section form factor.
(k)
(K)
_I ,N ,N
x y z
l'ITx "MTz
(p)
(P)
P .P _P
x y g
The stiffnesm matrix of a generic element in its local
coordinate system.
A stiffness matrix _n the fixed coordinate system.
Length of an element
Bending mount, applied about the _. ¥, Z- axes.
Sloments about the X, Z- axes induced by thermal loading.
A generalized force vector in a local coordinate system.
A generalized force vector in a fixed coordinate system.
A force acting in the direction of the X, Y, Z- axe_.
AI " _ •
The matrix displacement method Xs particularly applicable to t_TIO
antenna structures in which displacements are the important unknowns.
It is also of great value in col_puting quasistatic aperture deformation
patters fro_ time-varying lo_tds and for parameteric _tudies of loads
created by the attitude control system.
The analysis has been programed for the 7090 computer, and is a cata-
logued program at General D_namxcs/Astronautics.
The_retxcally, tile complexity of a structure that can _e analyzed
o_l the computer is lic_ited by the computer memory and structural symmetry.
The _reater tim symmetry tile greater are the number of structural joints
that can be analyzed. At present, a structure with as many as 200 non-
aymmetricai joints is being handled. Thi_ is adequate for the highly
redundant structural arrangement in the full aperture RATIO antennas.
The following assumptions apply to the analysis_
1. The component elements of the structure are straight beams.
A° The beam cross-section and length of the beam centroidal axis
before and after bending are the same.
3. Shear defo_nation is small and negligible.
4. Structural equilibrium is not altered by deformation in the
structure.
5. The reaction forces and torques are applied at the structural
junctions. The mass of the structure is subdivided into lumped
masses located at the structural junctions.
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{r)
(L)
A generalized deflection vector in tile fixed coordxnate
system.
A Keneralized force vector in the fixed coordinate _y_tem,
A right handed Cartesian coordinate svste_ called the
"local coordinate system."
A deflection in the X, Y, Z- directions.
riKht handed Cartesian coordinate systev, called the
"fixed coordi hate _ystem."
rotation about the x. v_ z- axes.
The Rtiffness matrix of the generic element, referred
to the fixed coordinate system.
ki _
2.0 _TIFFNESS DETER_IINATION*
2.1 _TTFFNESS MATRTX Of" A _INGI,I: EL_4ENT -- Consider an aggregate
structure consisting of straight uniform elements that are capable of
withstandln K direct load, shear, bending, lind torsion. An element or
truss member in this stz'ucture is arbitrarily orientated with respect
to fixed reference system of axis, X, Y, Z.
let the axis of tile element and the two principal axes of its
cross-section define a "local" system of axes denoted by x, y, z. (i.e.,
one of the local axes is coincident with the longitudinal axis of an
element.) Three displacements and three rotations with respect to
these axes at each end of the element, indicated in Figure R (a), com-
pletely define the state of deformation of the element. When the structure
consisting of many elements is considered, the numerical desi@ations
in Figure 2 (b) will be used. In Figure I the vectors may represent
either displacements or forces, and the right hand screw rule i.q adopted
for the rotation or moments.
For a single member the following expression may be written with
respect to the local syntem:
(p) = (k) (u) (1)
where (p) is a vector or a 1 _) column matrix of the force, (u) is a
1_ column matrix of the displacements, and (k) is a 12-by-12 stiffness
matrix.
*l_eference "Energy Theorems and Structural Analysis," J. tl. Argyris
Aircraft Engineering, Oct., Nov., Dec., 1954_ Feb., _]ar.,
Apr., _lay, ]955.
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(b)
4
11
7
.c
Fig. _-I. DeJi|nation8 for displacements
at two ends of am elesmmt.
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Avector Ln the reference or fixed system can be transformed to
the local system by
q
x
y =
z
m
11 m1 n 1
12 m2 n2
13 m3 n3 LZ.
where 1, m, and n are the direction cosines. From this we obtain,
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!i__Lr_ , i
• ,_r _ _,_ , , _I__r I_I , _ _ ,I • ...... -_ I _r L
0
g
o
I
I
E
o
!
1
!
_ _ i_ r1¸_¸•
u I
v I
u 2
'2
0 2
I 11 "1 nl
12 m2 n 2
ls ns
0 0 0
11 n 1 n1
0 12 n 2 n 2 0 0
13 n 3 n 3
11 m1 n 1
0 0 12 n 2 n 2 0
13 m3 n 3
0 0 0
Or, £n mmtr£x form:
(u) = (c) (u),
11 n I n 1
l= "2 n2
13 m3 n 3
U1
V1
W1
91
U2
V2
"2
_2
Y2
_2 (3)
(4)
where (C) £a a transformation matrix between the "fixed" and "local"
axes.
Let (P) be the forces defined with respect to the fixed systems,
then
(P) = (C)'(p), (5)
where the prime denotes transposition.
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From the principle of invariance of the work m
(p)'(u) = (P)'(V). (6)
or
(P) = (C)'(k)(C)(U),
(P) = (L) (U).
(7) + : :: ++i+_
(B)
(L) is the stiffness matrix of the element with
respect to the fixed coordinate systmmand is found from the
expresslom
, . + ., + -.:_:_:. , _: ._', . + : + +_ ' : -
(m)-= (C)'(k)(C).
2.2 STIFFNESS MATRIX OF A BAY -- The structure is divided into bays.
_he a_gregate stiffness of a bay is identified with the stiffnssm of the
elements.
Consider a bay in Fig. 3 that consists of six elements, forming a
pyramid with 3 Joints. The deformation of this bay in defined by 24
displacements +and therefore a 24-by-24 stiffness matrix. The numerical
schemeinFiz' 4uses circled numbers to identify elements and ordinary
numbers to identify displacements.
Let the displacement satrix of the bay be denoted by (U b) _ the
displacement matrix of element j by (Uj), then for one element,
(vj) ffi (nj)(Vb),
where (aj) Is a 24-by-12 transformation matrix.
+ A-lO
. +
(1o)
,]LO
]1,8
O
?
Fig. A-3. An elementary bay.
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The load relation takes the form:
(e b) = (nj).(ej),
hence the stiffness of the element referred to the ba_
(Ii)
(Lib) = (aj)'(Lj)(aj), (12)
.. _..o
Therefore, the total stiffness matrix (K) of the hay Is given by
where m is the number of elements/_ the bay.
By the above procedure the stiffness matrix of all.the bays camhe
. . .. .
3.0 HETHOD QFANALYSXS
,.o
The approach to the analysis is to divide" the structure into a/_/ale bays.
Once the stiffness matrices of all the bays have been obtained, the
structure can be analyzed by taking each bay separately, geometrically
eliminating the bay from the structure, and incorporating its elastic
effect in the adjacent bay. Thin procedure is repeated until only ono _ " -'_
b_ is left. The last. bay is t_n m_lyzed by equattq the displace- " ..... :......
ments and forces at its joints with the displacements and forces of the "
adjacent bays.
3.1 MATH_HATICAL FORMUL4TION OF THE ANALYSIS -- Let the bays be
designated by the numerals (I), (2), --- (n-l), (n). Consecutively,
numbered bays have common boundaries.
Let r (j), R(J)and K(J)denote the displacement, force and stiffness
th , "matrices respectively of. the j bay.- Tlketa_,
£..12
R(J ) = K(J)r(J) • (14)
Partitioning R, r, and K into components• b• on the interconnect-
ing boundary• and components• r, on the rest o£ the bay•
(15)
(lO)
ud
(17)
SubstitutlnK Eqs. (15), (16), and (17) in Eq. (14),
Irb(J)
Z
i r (j)
r
m
F_b (j) Kbr(J)
Krb (j) Krr (j)
-1
Rb(J) (18)
At the boundary of adjacent bays_ equilibrium between externally
applied and internal forces must be satisfied; therefore,
Rb(j) + Rb(J-1) = Rb(J, j-l) (19)
where Rb(J• j-l) are the external forces applied at the boundary joints.
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Since cospatibllity of displacesentasust also be satisfied at the
b ottnd41ur'_J r
(J-x)
= r b
l_rom_. (18), (19), and (20), the followia E relationem_ybe _._i i
derived t
R (3-1) (_)
r
(22)
(j-l) = E (j-l) -I (j-l) • rb • "b J
Eqs. (21)1 (22)s and (23) are used iteratively to solve for a/I
loads and d/splacements in the structure.
Xn addition to the above, expressions have been developed for
evsluatlng the effects of thermal loads and loads that are not applied
st the Jolntm. Computer programs are beinE written for various struct-
ural confilurations that are applleable to the RATIO antenna_. These .... --=_-_ii_i._"
preErmsa acco_mt for conventlonal Joint loads and thermal :loads', _- - .....'_ ....... _-/_"._L_=_
4.0 TtlI':R_|A1. LOADING
Consider a typical n_ember under thermal loading where the temperature is
a function of the local coordinates x, Y0 z. As qume that the member is
simp*y supported. The stress in the _ember i_ given by the expression,*
Cy =- E=_T *(t'T/A) + (_lTz/Iz) x * (_Z/Ix)Z
where
PT = _ E'_T(x' y' z)dA
A
 Lr," .. ,j"
A
_x ffi _ E*T(x, y, z)zdA
A
The dLsplacen_nts of the n_ember can be calculated fromt
v ffi (I/E) _ (PT/A)dy ,
( d2u/dy 2) = -MTz/'EI z
(d2w/dy 2) = -MTx,_I':I x
(_5)
(_6)
(27)
(28)
(_9)
(5O)
*I.evy, _. S., _witzky, tl., Torray, _., Newman, _t. t and _teissner, C. J.,
"A _urvey of Structural Design l'roblems in a Combined Thermal and Load
Lnvironment," Aeronautical Systems Division, Air Force Systems Command,
U. _. Air Force, _right-i)atterson Air Force Base, (}triO, Report 61-645,
pp. 777 et. seq,
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i:ii ? • + : -+: _ +:_- i•._:??+•_+i+!:_+_ +_
I£ axial expamsionand rotation of the ends of the member are prevented
+ .:,+
o
The axial end torce+m_s+foundfr_the expressxOn_ " , ::: + . +_• _, .. ,r _ . '+
- +
In the yz plane the moments M
Ix
at the ends of the element are zero.
and M are such that the slopes
Rx
The additional moment distributi on
due to t t_ end moments is
M = _llx + (1'4x _x - _lXx)Y/_-
ltence= +
2 [ jd w/dy ffi -_ l_yx + MIx ÷(M2x - lqlx)YL_ /EI x
:" . . - . . _ _+
• +
(33)
or
Y Y
o 0
• _ere Mlx and M
HTxdydy + (Mlx Y2/2) + (HRx-)]lx)y3/_)
can be found from the boundary conditions,Rx
-
Y = _ . r + . .....
dw/dy = e y =)
L
.;,+s:+
(34) >?
_II and M may be found by a simil_r argument.z _g
For a uniform temperature variations along the length of a member,
P = PT '
,• r -. r+" . " •+"
_11X : " _x ' (36)
P'Izx -- " _!Tx ' (37)
(38)
_|2z : - _ITz ' (39)
The forces and torques exerted by the eleamnt on the joints is shown
in Figure 4,
f
f
FI(IU RI; h-4
Forces of thermal loading
and g_ve rise to the raatrix
(F) = ( 0 -PT 0 _Ilx 0 -_,11. "
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0 PT 0 -_12x 0 Mzz)
(40)
i¸ _ _:_....
The _trtx. (Pj) of the forces in the direction, of .the fixed axes ks
alan
(PjB) = (aj) T (Fj)
(4t) : ::_
(4_)
Fxnally the matrix (1_) of the external forces applied at the joint_ of
the bay z._ gxven by the relation,
(.) = _ rib.
j--l
Loads th,,.t _re not appiied at the structural joints can be treated in a
(45)
n,tnner similar to the thermal loads. _hatever the loadxng, it can always
be resolved into components along the local axes of the element. The joints
of the element are, then, frozen and the forces exerted by the loadinz on
the joints are calculated. Tt_ese forces define the matrix (Fj). The total
loads on tl_e joints of a bay are given by 130), (51) and (32). _-
To find:tl_e/stresses ina _ember so loaded, two types of loading mustl .... .:. !i:(iii:
Le cor_idered and their effects superposed:
(a) The forces in the member arising due to the forces (R) formed
from (F).
(b) The self-equilibratXn K forces on the element itself consisting of
the initial loading and the reactions of the frozen joints.
. .- •
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6.0 _SE)_EI{S WITH NON-UNIFOILM I'I_JPERTIE5
Divide the mmaber into parts having approximately uniform cross-section
and elastic properties. The mtiffnesA matrix (K) of the member IM then
found by tile assembly of the smaller parts_ in the way a_ready outlined.
The ends of the member now form its boundary with the rest of the
u so_ith the previous notation) we partition K , p , and
Take tlle case where (pr) = O .
poxnts. Then)
L'J'f"b ]" ('14)
Pr Krb rr| Ur
That is. the member is loaded at its end
Pb = K u + K u (45)bb b br r
O = Krb u b + Krr u r (46)
Now elimxnate u
r
or
Pb = [Kbb - Kbr Krr
e
Ub Kbb = Pb "
-I Krb] Ub
(48) with (i) we see that for such an element (Kbb)Comp_irin_
used instead of (K) .
(47)
(48)
should be
A-'a9

APPENDIX B - THERMAL DISTORTIONS
(By P. Slysh)
1.0 GENERAL
Thermal distortions in RATIO structures t as a result of thermal gradients,
are influenced by the following factors:
(1) The structural configuration, i.e. whether the structure is of a
truss or panel type, length-to-radlus-of gyration ratios for the
truss members, wall thicknesses of the panels, member cross-
sections, number and sizes of panel or trues members, conditions
at the structural junctioms_ volume of the structural material in
the total structural volume, shape of the structural volume, etc.
(2) Surface coating andconstructionmaterlal properties, i.e., surface
emissivity and absorptivity t material modulus of elasticityt
coefficient of thermal conductivityt etc.
(3) Angle of incidence of the solar radiation, i.e._ the attitude of
the structure relative to the sun t and the attitude of the
structural members relative to each other.
(4) Intra-structural reradiation paths, i.e., the number of paths
through smich radiant energy can be transferred within the
structural volume.
(5) Radiation environment, i.e., the solar constant, as well as the
albedo background and earth's shadowing as effected by orbital
altitude and inclination.
(6) On-board heat sources, which can either minimize (through a
regulation system) or increase the thermal gradients.
(7) The turning rate of the structure relative to the sun.
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In the following analysis a rectangular structural volmse is assumed
mhich is illuminated by the sun on one side. A hypothetical, aKKre_ate-
nmcros¢opi© structure is taken to ioccup¥ this volume and to have the follow-
_(a) . The structural volume: is occupied by an approximately rectanKular-
+,
(b)
lattice, truss framework with each of the truss members havin_
the same lenKth-to-radlus.of-Kyratio n ratio.
The framework is oriented at an arbitrary, average ankle with
respect to the incident solar Fad/at/on. The structure is not
rotating.
(C) +Pin joints connect all structural members. •
: , - + .. + + +.., ,/,_ "++ ...... : + : + ,; _ . + . . • i "
proportional toe exp. x, where x is the depth of penetration +-' -
of the solar radiation in the structural volume. To some extent_
by this scans, the intra-struetural reradiation effects are taken
i_to account.
(e) Lowoearth-orbit solar constant is used, the albedo radiation is
neglected+ there are no on-board heat sources, and there is no
+The:+ ++I`_ l_rad/ent. • + + : +( f )+ are +eflerated only in the direction • of the sun's
rays. £I1 the incident radiant energy is reradtated from the
side of the structural volume opposite the side receivinK the
radiation. The surface thermal properties and material properties
of the structure are constant throughout the structural volm_e.
For the above conditions, assuminKno external constraints, parametric
expressions are developed for deflections alon_ the len_thof the structure.
• +
+ + +.
. .
- j - +
. .
+ +
These expressions indicate the dependence of the deflections on the thermal,
material, and structural parameters, and serve as a guido to first order
estimates or steady state thermal deflections in EATIO structures.
2.0 THEI_NkL Cd_LI)IZlqT
The temperature change, AT, across the length of structural volume, Ax, in
Fig. 2 can be approximated by,
AT = I Aca 1 (hx)/k £ ° (1)
s_lere,
£c' ft2' is the average structural projected area (i.e. illuminated by
the sun) in the volume, 2L dl(AX)
&o' ft2' the conductive cross-section through the construction material
in the direction of the heat flow,
al, aggregate solar absorptivity,
I, Btu/ft 2, incident solar radiation,
k, Btu-ft/ft2"F, coefficient of thermal conductivity.
AssumlM_rom Immbert's law) that the effective radiation received by
a surface is proportional to the square of cosine of the angle between the
incident radiation and the surface, the average projected length of a truns
member is,
w/2 2
Loa v = (2Lo/V) _ Cos @de = Lo/2
0
(2)
' B-3 •
• L
_ k_1
P_DI£TION
- r
i i _ r
i.
!
I
I xo_
T1 T T2
FIS. B-I Assumed strectlwal mede|
• r
where,
L As the length of a trusa member.
o
The ratio of the volume to average projected area of the construction
material for a tubular truss structure im, umins Eq. 2,
v/A c . (./4) c ° td_ - (do -Zk2d,)Z]/(Lodo/2) - _k 2 (X - k2) do
where,
d
0
k 2
is the outside diameter of the tubular truss member,
is the ratio of tube wall thickness to tube outside diameter,
is the volume of the construction material.¥
C
From Fig. 2, assuming an exponential extinction of solar radiation through
the structure,
X = X ° exp. [(x/d X) log kl].
(3)
(4)
Also, since the conductive path is in the direction of dl, and there
are three orthogonal directions for heat flow, assume,
A o _ Vc_/3d I , (5)
and from Eq. (3) take,
, c . xvor/dxdo_ k2 (1 - k2),
where,
VcT is the total volume of the construction material.
Substituting Eq. 4, 5 and 6 in Eq. 1 and performing the integration,
the temperature drop between x = o and x is,
T 1 - Tg_ -- _3Ioaldi/2_k k 2 (l-k 2) d o lq2kl ] _e exp. [x/d 1) 1o| k 1]
[(x/d I) log k I -1] + 1),
e's
(6)
(7)
and between x = 0 and x = d 1,
It is and 8 tkat the thermal Fad/eat will increase urltb_-_-..i,-- /i_
-- " " _" 1 • and increaslq valmm of dl,, _-• -L:. " _ -'_ :''...':.:_i:::_-i_:i:'_-_
In tho above it was-_ that k I Is independent of _ or the ratio " *: ....:_
of the volume of the construction material. VcT. to the volmae occupied by
structures VaT. If this assmaption is not to be made, and if the overlaps
in eleDents of the area £¢ .are taken to be proportional to x then,
(9)
wherQ.
AcT
io a proportionality coastut indicatiq_ the dqproo of overlap L *- : _ -_
in elements of £c' ....
is the total £ . ._
C
Substltuting Eq. 6 in Eq. 9, for x = dl,
: I - ( /VsT % 2 k2>'
where,
(1o)
k 4 =dl/L. ......
Fr_- Eqs. I0, 7 and 8 it is seen that the ratio VcT/VsT has a cmuplex
effect on the thermal grad/ents.
3.0 INDUCED DISTORTIONS
The flexural distmrtton of a beam can be described by,
2 2 _dl/_(Ell) dy/dI. = dlEBT(x) xdx,
-dl/2
I l
B
L and x are defined in Fig. 2.
From Eq. T take,
n
T(x) - [3 Ioaldl/_ %(1 - %)% loSZkl ] (
where,
Y
E
is the beam def]ectien,
is the modulus of elasticity of the construction material,
is the section moment of inertia of the truss members,
is the linear coefficient of thermal expansion,
• exp.
I'lei ki(x+dl/2)/d 1] _log k (i ÷ dl/2)/d 1- 1] 4, 1_ •
The moment of inertia 11 can be approximated by,
(l/12)Aod_ •11 . (1/12) (Ao/dl) dI -
(il)
(12)
(13)
Substituting Eqs. 5, 12, and 13 in Eq. ]l, performing the integration and
simplifyin&t
Ydo/L 3 - [VsT/VcT_ _2T IilB k:/2TFk k 2 (1 - k2) ] Pkl(O,5 lol2kl
-2 log2k]+ 3)/log4kl - (log4kl + 3)/log4kl ],
wheret
k 1 is defined by Eq. ]0o
In Eq. 14 VsT/VcT may be considered the independent variable. The
quantity in the second bracket is based on the solar, Atructural, and
material constants. The quantity in the third bracket is a function of
Vs/VoT and the constants.
(]4)
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The lacrosse in structural deflection, y, sift Vsy/VcT is duo l_/ntril!
to tt_ reduction In the sectlon moment of iuortla, 11, sits incroamin K
VaT/VeT (sites L and d ° are I_|d constant). TJ_e quantity in tae taird bracket
it In estluted trust isis diminls',inK effect m_y not be sufficient. Zq, 14 _ /_
is therefore tentative.
For the conditions t_at.
o _ l::v_4,._/vo_r _l - kz)] • 0.3, (IS)
and.
VeT > I0, (16)
• q. 14 uit& k I (£romEq. I0) substituted into it, can be approximated by,
f0.042 - 0.0_9 [VcTk4k3/VsT2 k_(l - k2)]] . (17)
T_ao deflection p_r_met_r, Ydo/_L3 . from Eq. 17 is plotted as s function
of Vc/V m in FiE. 3 for the followinS assumed structural and material com-
mtants:
_o = o._ = _o-3 r_/_._-uo_,,
2 O
k = 0.002 BYU-in./in.- V-uoc. (for aluminum),
2 oB = 12.3 x 10 -6 in./in.- F (for aluminum),
k 3 = 0.7,
k 4 = 0.I,
a I = 0.0_.
B4

..... i! _ii_i _!I _ _ ....
It i8 evident from FiE. 2 that for a Eivon L and d
o
incr...-i_ V_c T ._d k2.
the deflections
,)__zc nXGXnXTr
To obtain a tlr_t order estimate of the effects of (VaT/VeT) on the
elastic riKidity of the structure in Fig. I, assume that attitude control
actuators, t_avin E amass NA, are attached at both ends. Assume for this
example that the mass of the structure is included in the mass of the
actuators..ken t_e maximum deflection.
applied moment N Is.
O
YHj • in the structure due to a total
T=. (o.o21) L_o/_ l
where (as previously defined)
2L is the structure lenKth
E is the modulus of elasticity
I
I is tae section moment of inertia.
Since N O = 2)4&L2_ (where E In t_e anKular acceleration about the center of
mass of the structure and actuators), and taking 11 = (1/12) dI4(VcT/VaT)_
•..  FVcT)/k44z
k 4 = dl/L •
It is evident that the deflection. Ya' increases at least 1/nearly w/th
VMT/VcT •
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The tendency for Ym to increase with VsT/VcT is also estimated for con-
figuration in which four or six actuators are distributed along the length of
the structure.
The structural properties for minimizing thermal distortions will,
therefore, also serve to minimize load deflections.
2
example of Fig. 2 t for k 2 = I/2 o N A = I Ib.-sec./in., E = 107 psi,In the
and do/L3 10 -6= xn., the thermal and load deflections are equal when W = 280
o
rad/secT Such large angular accelerations are not likely, (W = 1 or 0.I
rad./sec_ is more likely) thereforeg the thermal distortions will tend to
swamp the load deflections°
4.0 DEPENDENCE OF VcT/VsT ON THE SUBDIVISION OF A STRUCTURAL VO_
In Eqs. 14 and 17 VcT/VsT and k 2 can be chosen independently° However 0 the
number of subdivisions in the structural volume as well as the length-to-
radius-of-gyration ratios of the truss members are affected by these choices.
If it is assumed that the structural volume in Fig. I is subldvided into
a square lattice truss network such that the ratio of the lengths of the
vertical to the lengths of the horizontal truss members if proportional to
2 L/d I then the total number of vertical truss members in the structural
volume is_
n I I (n' ÷ 1) 2 n', (18)
and the number of horizontal truss members is,
n 2 = 2(n' ÷ 1) 2 n*, (19)
where,
n' is the number of times each side of the structural volu is sub-
divided.
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If th® lenEt_-to-radius-of-_LYratioa ratios k5 for t_e vortical and
_orizoetal trims (tubular) members are t_e same_
k S = 4 L/do. (2- 4k . 4k_) = 4L ./d . (2-- 4k:),
d
0
(_o)
! !
are t_e outside diasmter and isnEt_ Of tee vertlcal truss -- .......
do/ and Lo| , are t_e outsido diameter and length of the horizontal
trtu_ member a.
Using,
v_ : (-/4) _o[a_.- (do - _ do%)_] ux
and _qs. 18, aid |O,
(21) : _i
[(e" + 1)2/(n')2] [(8L 3 + 2d:)/2 Ldl] , (22)
or •
3 32
(Vcrm__/V _) = (_/4) k 2 11 - k2lln" + 1) 2 d20 [14L3 + dlI/L dt]'
sd_ere,
k 5 is the /engtb-ro-radius-of-_ration retie for the trns_ member# and
L and d I ore defined in FiB. 1.
Eq. 23 indicates that for a Kiven k2, L, dl, and do, VsT/VcT decreases
witfi increaain E It'. From Eq. 14 or Fig. 2 it follows, that increasing a *
.... i ,
- • ]
results in miler t_eraaI deflectloas. Yae structural compIexity of a
large number of small tress members can, therefore, be traded for reduced
L
_B-12 _ ,..•k •!' k •
thermal distortions and increased structural weight (i.e. decreased VsT/VcT).
Ultimately, the finer the mean of a wire (non-tubular) structuret the smiler
the thermal distortions, and the greater the structural weight.
5.0 INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
Based on the above it appears that the thermal distortions of a structure t
whose volume is occupied by an approximately uniform square lattice
(aggregate-macroscopic) tubular truss system, are reduced by:
(I)
(2)
Increasing the tube wall-thickness-to-outside-diameter ratio k2,
Increasing the ratio of the volume of structural material to
structure volumel VcT,/VsT _
(3) Decreasing the length-to-radius-of-gyration ratio for the truss
membera_
(4) Reducing the length of the structure or increasing its thickness
in the direction of the incident solar energy 0
(5) Decreasing the aggregate solar absorptivity, al, of the coating
material,
(6) Decreasing the ratio of the linear coefficient of thermal expansion
to the coefficient of t_ermal conductivity, B/k, for the struc-
tural materialo (B/k = 20.0 x 10 -3 for hard steel, I0.0 x I0 "3 for
soft steel, 6.I x 10 -3 for aluminum, 2.2 x 10 -3 for copper),
(7) Increase the number and decrease the size of the truss members
occupying the structural volume.
The above deductions based on the following assumptions.
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Future efforts w/ll be directed toward:
(|) The reradiation witbln the structure _as been neglected.
_ "_ (2) Only tubular sections _ave been considered.
..... ._ , ._ ()- _ bomiq of iad/vidual, truss,memberm due to thermal _rad/ents i,n "
t_emembmrm _ambeen ne_lected_ _ ' ' - _ _ _..
(4) Y_e-mmme structural material and surface coatin K mas assumed for
nil. members in t_e structural volume.
" • •_ k
_L
r_'I
APPENDIX C - SIHPLE BEAM APPROACH
(By P. Slysh)
In Section III a planar model of a RATIO antenna is analyzed.
This model includes a non-uniform contour, that approximates a
circular aperture, and locations for actuator and feed masses at
distributed points on the antenna structure. It is assumed now
that the contour is made square and the number of actuators is
increased such that for O-a axis rotation the actuator at each
structural junction (depending on the actuator distribution case)
is accompanied by actuators at each of the other junctions that lie
in a line parallel to the O-a axis. If only O-A axis rotation is
considered, and the structure is tapered only in the plane perpen-
dicular to the O-A axis, it is possible, because of the structural
and loading symmetry, to limit the deflection analysis to one
characteristic beam lying perpendicular to the rotation axis. The
results of this analysis are characteristic of the entire structure.
The investigation of this model leads to an essentially closed
form solution for the rms surface deviations (d). If model and
loading-condition simplifications are justifiable and the dis-
crepancies in the performance results are tolerable it is possible
to use this closed form solution for various optimizations. These
may include the determination of optimum structural taper for a
given actuator distribution case, or the optimum structural mass
fraction (k S ) for a given taper. Comperable optimizations on the
planar model requires an iterative computational procedure.
The notations in Section III 5.1 are used in the following
analysis.
C_l
1.0 $_CTU&L_ MISS AND INERTIAL PROPFJ_TIES.
•Im the planar model the ratio of the lengths of all the
-. structural _members tO the area of the reflecting surface Is"
- - 448i_L__ = '2,15_o_FOr the O-AI _axis rotation hail Of the _" "'"
midth of the reflector surface area, LI, _ on the simple be_
model wh/©h results in the same structural mass per unit of
.- - |
The .............
load-carrying beam length in the planar model As, therefore,
computed free
or
= L/I.07.
n' is the maximum number of beam lengths sections in a
half beam length. (n' = 8 in this case.)
Therefore, the mass of the simple beum,
The ma_s of the simple beam _s also given by
(_)
-.>_ • _I•_ ¸
where the load carrying mass per unit of beam length mx = PS A,
and x is the distance from the neutral axis.
From F_. (11) in Section III
A = (I/ko)(W/B) 12 1 (t/W)0 (l - j x )_, (4)
where
j = (I - II/Io)/n' L
and
I ffi I (1 - j x).
o (5)
Using Eq. (4) in Eq. (5) and performing the integration,
MS = -(4/3 k_2) PS (l/ko)(W/B)_12 Io
(t/W)_(l- j n' L) 3/2 -l_. (6)
Eliminating MS and solvin K for I ° from Eqs. (6) and (2),
I ° = (1.86 j n' L 2 k_2 K ko)2/12 (t/W)
(1.53 PS 144 S) 2 (W/B) 2 ((1 - j n' L) 5/2 -1) 2 , (v)
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and usin_ Eq. (7) in F.q. (4).
I
_ k •
(8)
j
The uu_8 moment of inertia or the antenna, includin K the
structure and on-board masses, is given by,
_t I_ : (x 2 Sx/k_) d x ÷ (Nstn o) k_F L2
- * _"" _.qn 1"
oo
(9)
where
n is the total n.--ber of actuators
o
noo is the coordinate desiKnation for the location of
the actuator or actuators (note the uax, n_n')
oo-
" • • • .
q_.' _ ---%
oo
distribution case.
are I or 0 and depend on the actuator
t
By analogy with the case definitions in Section III:
Case ql q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8 no
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2
4 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 4
n
O0
0
2
4
2t4
Note that,
no = qo ÷ 2 (ql + q2 + "'" qn )"
O0
2.0
The integral term in Eq. (9) is the inertia of the antenna
structure, the other term is the inertia of the actuator-feed
system.
BEAM DEFIJT_TIONS.
The rate of change in slope of the beam deflection y is
given by s
I E d 2 y/d x 2 ffi the sum of the torques due to:
(1) the structural reaction force8
(2) the torques generated by the actuators
(3) the reaction forces due to the actuator
mas se s
i
(1o)
i • •
+Z ¸ + + • _"
-+
Usinlg the I frmm Eq. (5), and the mass momemt of inertia
from Sq. t91, *a F_t. (lOlp
++,-:+i,i (1 - j ,:)zd 2 _/dx 2 . (._:,) ,, ,, _Zd -
T/SO) _ qe
-1 u 101 * ql u 10-1) * 112 u 10-2) + ... q_
O0
2 q2 u (0-2) + ... + (noo L- z) noo qn
O0
where e() is
- (0'%o) _, (11)
. +
~+
+
+ : + .
+
+ _'_
•• • + .
+ +
" / : i i¸ ¸'¸: /T : ¸¸¸ :¸
i i _
/
Performing the integrations indicated in Eq. (11), making
use of the boundry conditions (dy/dx) = 0 and y = 0 at x = O,
and factoring out the terms used to normalize d in Section Ill,
(E K/a A ps2 g2) Y =£0.061 _ L) 3/2(t/w)(w/n) 2 ((I j n' -x)/
(1/_ 2) ((l - _ .)_/2 -1) - It.9 (_/j)_ +I[(5.o5) 1o 5 (t/w)
(w/s) 2 111 - j n' L) _12 -112/1k_212 (ko)2 n o (n') 2 .i s]
(4.72) 10 -? (S + 2 j n' L + 15 j2 (n,)2 L2)(1 _ j n* L) 3/2
_ L) 3/2
-8)/j 2 ((1 j n' -1) + (3.35) 10 -5 (k_F/no)(q I + 4
q2 + 9 q3 + -'- n2 ]_oo qn ) qo u (0) + ql u (O-I)
O0
+ q2u
(o-2) + ... +qn u (O-noo) ] -0.061 (1 - j n' L) 3/2 (S + 12
O0
j n' L + 15 j2 (n.)2 L 2) (t/W)(W_B)2/j 5 n' l _x log (1- j x)
- x - (I/j) log ( I - j x)]-_4.25 (t/W)(W/B) 2 k_idlr ((I - j n'
L) 3/2 -I)2/_K_ k_2 no n* j2]i ql u (0-I) [(L/j)-(1/j2)l_ I
• C-7
_x in,; (1-j x) - x- (.+./.1) tom (,,t- + ,,+ ))_ ..,,2/2 Jl
u (o-a) + 12+L/i)-(t/i m) 'tlxt°z (t - i x) - x-
-,'.,,+, ,,,.- .+""1+',',',.+Tj+....+..++..,,,,. ,,o+...o,
on
(. L/j)-(1/j 2)
oo
(x loz (1 - j x) - x- (l/j) log
+ + ' : .
(1 - j x)) + x9/2 j (12)
Eq )lified to,
f
y = cx ((x - jx) s/= -x) + c= ((1 - j x)v/_. -1) . cs
+ ++ :._
..... -. ++:
x + C4_.x log (1- j x)- x- (l/j)log (1- j x)"J + C5_
. +
•.oo.,... ,O-_o,I_,..oo,+,'..,,--,,+';J
n On-
00
• t"_+--++, :+ +':,+'+'0,,+-_,,,,1++..',-+_] (.i.3) +.
In Eq. (13) the constants C I to C 5 are a function of the
2 2
structural and loading condition parameters E, K, ak, PS' K ,
| •(t/M), (W/B), j, n', L,+ko, ks2 k_F , no, noo , q, and u()
" +
_+ ' + :
+ij++ .i _ + + "
• +
3.0
Eq. (12) or (13) is the closed form solution for the beam
deflection y st any position x. This solution, unlike that for
the planar model in Section II1, is based on a distributed
spr_g-mams system for the structure. Lumped constants are
only used for the actuator-feed masses.
WEIGHTED RNS DEFLi_CTIONS.
The weighted rms deflection is determined from
sn" Ld = ( y2 d x)_/ln" L) _.
0
Where n" is the number of beam length sections in a half
beam length that correspond to the noo in the unit step
functions u (). When no step function multiplies an integrand
term n H = n'. Therefore, the limits of integration for each
integrand term in Eq. (14) depends on U () and the presence or
non-presence of u () in the integrand terms.
To reduce the complexity of the integration of Eq. (14)
the following simplifications are made for some of the terms
in the expression for y from Eqs. (12) or (13).
((1 - _ x) 5/2-1) _ j x
/ A((1 j x) 7"2 -1)
(14)
(15A)
(15B)
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2
mx log x- x (I/j) 1oK (1 j x)= -_ j x . (15(;)
]
Using the above simplifications and the following
..... ,- . n_ACat-:_:_aleter .val_, which correspond _tO lo_ading ._ _ . . " . .--
conditi_-l, 2, _ 5, and 8 in Section III 4.1, the normalized
y in Eq. (15), _ is computed from _. (12).
(t/w) = O.Ol Unifor_ illumination
(w/e) = o.14
kh = O_.Ts,
k = 0,9
0
Actuator distribution case 1.2,3,4
PS = (2.59) 10 -4 ((1 - .i n' L) 3/2 '1) =-0.9100
_. ((1- j., L)5/2 ,_) Z-o.._
L)7/2((1 - j n' -I) = -0.9964
D: = 0
(Ii/I o) = 0.2
k_ = 0.25_
k S = 0.80
• _ C-10
(K F_a A ps2 E 2) y = (3.5) 107 • + (0.23) 104 x 2
1.51 u (0)
0.S5 u (0-2)
0.93 u (0-4)
0.43 u (0-2) + u (0-4)
p
- 104 x 2
The terms in the large brackets of Eq. (15) correspond
to actuator distribution cases 1,2,3,4.
Using Eq. (16) in Eq. (14) and performing the integration,
(K F_a& p_ g2)2 d2 = (2.63)
+ (4.31) 109 L4
1016 L 2 ÷ (2.07) 1013 L 3
D
0
1.72
18.80
9.36
m.
1012 L 5 + 0
-15.30
105.00
15.64
(g E/a A p_ g2) d = 54.5
54.0
50.4
52 • I
109
(16)
(17)
(IS)
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For the same numerical parameter values the corresponding
_Va IU_B of the normalized d from Section III Fig, 32 are
42
IS
29 (19)
The trends in d values in going from case 1 to case 4
are the same for (18) and (19) however there is as much as a
3(X)_ discrepancy in the values. This. discrepancy is ac-
countfi: £or*_:-_. (I)_, he '_n equiva!enee:of the simple betas end "
planar models, (2) the- simplifications in Eqs. (15A), (15B)_
{15C), (3) the use of Lumped constant parameters for the planar
model vs. distributed constant parameters for the simple beam
model, (4) when drawing an equivalency between the simple and
planar models the assumption that hail of the total beam lengths
Xn the planar model are responsible for carrying the load, (5)
the assumptio n that the actuatorSin the planar model are dis- _
, % •
tributed along lines parallel to the OA axis, and (6) the use
of a square contour refxector for the planar model in drawing
the comparison with the simple beam model.
4.0 CONCLUSIONS.
It appears that a simple beam model does not yield results
ti_at are compatible with the planar model. A discrepancy of
300_ hms showed up for one case. The discrepancy may be still
greater for other cases.
Except for the use of distributed constant parmseters all
other assumptions made in arriving at the simple beam model tend
to make the simple bean model a less accurate and less versatile
representation than the planar model of the actual configuration.
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APPENDIXD - SIMPLE STRUCTURAL-BEAH APERTURE
(By P. Slysh, checked by G. A. Burns)
The structural and radiation properties of a simple, planar-beam aperture is
analyzed in this appendix°
Consider the aperture, shown in Fig. D-Is to be driven at a constant
angular acceleration a I about an axis perpendicular to the paper at point O.
Two configurations of inertia/ actuators (i.e., reaction-flywheels) are
assumed:
Configuration I:
Configuration 2:
A single actuator with a mass M located at point O.
o
Two actuators each with a mass Hol/2 located at
points l and 20
The deflection, y, when x _ O, for Configuration I is_
y = (aI=/EI) (xo3x2/s - xo2x /12 ÷ x5/120); (1)
and for Configuration 2:
(EI/al) , = x2(ax3o/6 ÷ 14o12/4)- xS(mX2o/12 - Hol/12) + mxS/120 . ,2)
where • is the mass per unit length of the beam, E the modulus of elasticity,
I the beam section modulus, and Hol
figuration 20
Neglecting the x 5 terms, Eqs. (I)
y ffi BlX2 ÷ B2x3 .
the mass of the two actuators in Con-
and (2) are, for x _ O,
(la)
2
y =B x + B
10 20
and for x g O.
y = -BlX2 + B2x3 . (Ib)
D-I
.\
l
!
1
x
-: o
o_
F--
2
x
rig° D-1 Structural beam-aperture model
D-2
2 3
y = -Blox + B2ox
where I
B 1 = almX3o/6EI ,
(2b)
B 2 = -BI/2 .
BIO = BI(I + 1.5 Mol/Xom) ,
B20 = -(I + Mo/Xom)/(2 + 3 Nol/Xom) x o.
The radiation pattern in the plane of t_e paper may be expressed
(approximately) as.
I
E(u) + (Xo/2) J f(x) exp (jux - 3Y) dx,
-I
where.
(3)
u = (-x/X) sin e,
X is the wavelength t e is the direction to a point in the field at which
g(u) is the radiation intensity, and f(x) i8 an aperture illumination func-
tion, that is, f(x) describes the amplitude of the illumination in the
aperture as a function of Xo
Substitutin 8 Eqs. (la) and (Ib) into Eqo (3),
g(u) = (Xo/2)_'_ f(x) exp j(ux - Blx 2 - B2x3) dx
+ _jO ÷ --(Xo/2) fix) exp j(ux BI x2 B2x3) dx.
-I
(4)
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Expanding the exp(-3y) term,
g(u) (Xo/2) _ ((-j)m/m;) fl
= (BlX2 + B2x3)mf(x)(exp 3ux) dx
o
_o
_. fo ( _Blx 2 B2x3)mf (x) (exp
+ (x°/2) ((-J)n/m;) -1 + jnx) dx, (5)
_a
where m = O, 1, 2, . . . n. Integrating1 expandin Eud rearranging the first
three terms (i.e., m = O, 1, 2) of Eq. (5) for f(x) = 1_ that is, for con-
stant illumination acrosm the aperture, saapprox/mate expression for g(u) is
obtained as
g(u)/x o = J(BI/n + 2BI/m2 - 2Bl/U3) cos n + J(Bl/U - 2Bl/U2 - 2Bl/U3)
+ 3(2BI/n3) ÷ E(-BI - 2B2)/u- (8B_ + 20BIB2 + 12B: + 2BI)/U z
+ (2B 1 ÷ 12B2)/u3 + (48B: + 240BIB 2 + 240B:)/u 4 - (480B1B 2
2 + 2B:)/u+ 1440B:)/u6)J cos n- E(-2 + B1 + 281 . 4BIB 2
- (6.= ÷ _l)/. 2 - (_1 ÷ =4._ ÷ ,o.1% + 6o._)/. 3 ÷ l_'. 4
÷ (4ss_ ÷ 48o.1.2 ÷ _2o._)/. 5 - .4os._,. "_-]sin .-Sl/._
+ 480BIB2/u6.
Using Eq. (6)1 typical power patterns, p(u) = (g(u)) 2
Fig. D-2.
e 2 = -1/2)
(6)
i are estimated in
It is seen that the structural deformatioas (i.e., for B I = I and
result in a shift in the position of tae main lobe of the radiation
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pattern when compared with the
as expected, the alde lobes increase and the nulls arelinimized.
The radiation pattern for Confis_ration 2 can be drawn for comparable
operating conditions 0 such as for the saze al0 or the same total beam and
actuator nasa. In the latter case, the tarque/masa constant, kl, of the
actuator would enter into the problem fonwlatlon such that,
CMol/ > . ¢1 - > 1,
static, non-loaded case (BI z B 2 = 0). Also,
where M is the mass of the actuator in Configuration I
o o
The influences of BI, B2, kl, al, _, etc. on the shifting of the main
lobe, degradation of the side lobes etc. should be studied. These influences
are extremely co.plex and it appears that even for the chosen exa.ple, they
can only be studied through numerical {parametric) examples.
It is evident that, in spite of the s_ple two dimensional .ode/ of
Fig. D-l, the si.plificatlons in Eqs. (I), (2), and (3), the idealization
f(x) = I, and the approximations that . = O, I, 2, the expression for p(u) is
nevertheless unwieldy. In the conputer simulations partly developed in this
study, none of these idealizations and si.pllflcationa are made and the
numerical solutions for the structural d@__nM ' radiation patternslare "
a great deal lens approximate.
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APPENDIXE - MEASUREMENT OF "RATIO" APERTURE DISTORTIONS
(By P. Slysh)
In an operational PATIO antenna it may be desirable to /mplement a system
for measuring the coordinate, linear and angular distortions, u, at discrete
points on the reflector with respect to a reference coordinate system. Suck
measurements were, in part, planned for the 600 foot radio telescope that was
being built at Sugar Grove, West Virginia. For RATIO antennas, in which
structural compliances are likely to be large, such measurements would be
useful for much smaller dish sizes. This appendix considers the problems of
and suggests one approach to implementing these measurements on RATIO anten-
nas.
Reflector distortions may be determined by direct measurements between
given points on the reflector surface and a mechanical reference axis.
Alternately, sequential measurements may be made between successive points on
the reflector surface, the first of which measurements would be with respect
to the reference.
Since the measurement errors, as well as the gaging equipment complexity
and weight, are eat/mated to increase with the distance over which the mea-
surements are made, it follows that for a given accuracy the sequential mea-
surement approach results in less equipment complexity and weight. However,
it is believed that the sequential measurements will require on-board data
processing (or the equivalent) to convert the equipment readouts into the u
distort ions.
Possible gaging equipment or transducer techniques for implementing
the sequential gaging system include: (I) autocollimators and reflect/rig
mirrors located at distributed structural junctions; the linear displace-
ments normal to the line of sight between the autocollimators and mirrors,
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as well as the angular displacements about these normals, may be determined
automatically and used to compute the distortions, u; (2) strain gage
deployed to sample structural strains from which the distortions may be
computed; and (3) optical or infra-red ranging methods.
An autocollimator approach is probably the simplest, and most reliable.
A description of one such approach is started by considering a straight
line, in Figure E-l, along which the linear deflections Ul, u2, . . ., and
the angular deflections Ull , u21 , . .., are to be determined.
The collimators, located at points 1, 2, 3, • . ._ generate in-line,
tandem IR beams that illuminate detectors on either side of each collimator.
(The detectors are also located at points 1, 2, 3, • . .) The response
from a detector at a typical point 'qbn due to coll/mator at an adjacent
point ha" is proportional to the displacement mab"
If uOl, Ull ' u21, . .., the angular deflections in the plane of the
paper at points O, 1, 2, 3, . . ., are taken a8 positive for counter clock-
wise rotations, then,
hUo1 = toOl + u 1,
hUll =-mlO + u I = m12 + u 2 - u I,
hu21 =-m21- u I + u 2 = m23 + u 3 - u 2,
hu31 = -m32 - u 2 + u 3 = m34 + u 4 - u3,
hu41 = -m43 - u 3 + u 4 = m45 + u 5 - u 4.
If uOl = u 0 = 0 it is evident that a solution for Ull, u21, u31 , . . .,
and Ul, u2, u3, . .., can be obtained from these equations.
Now consider the application of the above method to the measurement of
displacements at the grid junctions shoun in Figure E-2. The displacement
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measurements are to be made normal to the plane of the Krid.
Taking the u 0 = uOl = 0 at x = y = 0 as a reference, it follows that
the displacements along z = 0 can be determined. If x = O, y = 1 is now
taken as a new reference the displacements along y = 1 m&y be deter_ainedm
etc.
The above method can be extended to measuring displacements normal to
a paraboloidal surface. With these measurements it is possible to develop
an aperture calibration function that describes the orientation of the main
lobe of the radiation pattern as a function of the aperture distortions.
It is noted that the measurement accuracy is best at the center of the
aperture if the main reference is taken at the apex. This is consistent
with the performance features of typical antennas in which the errors at the
center of the aperture have the greatest effect on aperture performance.
An adaptive multiple-feed system may be competitive with the described
gaging method as a means for obtaining a continuous aperture calibration.
The adaptive system may typically divide the received r-f radiation into
separate channels. The phases and amplitudes at the channel outputs can
then be compared (with sum and difference networks) to determine the loca-
tion of the peak in the main lobe. Preliminary considerations indicate
that aperture gaging methods are likely to yield greater main-lobe pointing
accuracies than adaptive feed systems.
APPENDIX F - CONTROL SYSTF_4 CONSIDERATIONS
(By P. Slysh)
I. 0 INTRODUCTI ON
The follo_ng is an outline of an approach to the study of RATIO control
systems. This approach is considered in this appendix to clarify aspects
of RATIO control system problems.
It is to be assumed in this appendix that the control system only
induces a single, fundamental flexural mode in the structure. This
assumption s_kes it possible to develop manageable relationships between
the applied torque and the separation between r-f and mechanical axes. The
following is an outline of some of the smlient control system features
that can result from this assumption.
2.0 CONTROL AXES
The r-f axis is typically defined by the orientation of the main lobe
of the radiation pattern, and the reference axis may be established by an
astronertial platform. If the mechanical axis of the antenna is taken as
a line passing through the apex and focal point, then the displacement
between the r-f and mechanical axes may be defined by the matrix-vector
relationship (see Figure F-l),
(eo) - (°i) = (fl tu]), (I)
where, u is the generalized displacement, with respect to the mechanical
axis, at the structural junctions. This displacment consists of three
linear and three angular orthogoaal displacements that in effect describe
the departure of the reflector surface from that of a true paraboloid.
It follows from Eq. (I) that the structural compliances that give rise
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to (u) are in effect responsible for a compliance between the r-f and me-
chanical axis. When the expected displacements between the r-f and mechani-
cal axes are large compared to the required pointing accuracy, as will be
assumed here, then the compliances are critical factors in the perforsmnce
of the control system.
The displacements (u) may be caused by manufacturing and asaembly
tolerances, thermal stresses, structural deflections due to actuator re-
actions, and creep in the structural material. Only structural deflections
due to actuator reactions are considered here.
An extension of the work under the current study contract NAS7-228, is
applicable to the evaluation of (fl [uJ). This work is also directly
applicable to the evaluation of (u) if the displacements are caused by
steady state actuator torques and structural reactions. Account is taken
only of the dynmaics of the structural deflections due to the actuator
reactions.
If the astronertial platform is mounted at or near the apex or focus,
such that the compliances between the platform mount and the mechanical
axis are negligible, then the instrumentation of the data take-off (0)
0
- (02), (in Figure F-l), may include automatic boresighting between the
apex and focus, and a resolver train to generate the coordinate angles
between the boresight and reference axes. It is also possible to determine
where u
(eo) - (e2) = (f2 [u']), (2)
is the generalized coordinate displacement or motion at the
structural junctions with respect to the reference axis (i.e. inertial
space ) •
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A possible method for instrumenting the measurement of (u) is described
in Appendix E.
Because of the availability of the (8o) - (82) data takeoff, a trans-
formation,
may be generated.
u (i.e. from a body fixed reference to an inertially fixed reference)
From Eqs. (1) to ((3),
(.') = (T) (u), (_
(T) is a matrix for transfor_in 8 the displacements u to
or
((e 1) - (e2)) = (f [u]) + (f [(T)(u)I) (4)1 2 - '
(s)((el) - (e2)) = fl [(T)-I(u')] + (f2 [u']).
It is evident that the instrumentation of ((01 ) - (02)) is possible through
the instrumentation of ((8o) - (e2)) and ((0o) - (01))" The vector
((01 ) - (02)) is the variable to be controlled. By analogy with the above,
if the displacement rates in (u) and (u') are obtained by differentiating
the outputs of displacement sensors,
((_1) - (e2)) = (f3 [_]) + (f4 [(TI)(_')])'
and, if inertial rate sensors are used, in which case u and the displace-
(6)
meat rates in (T) are sensed directly, then,
((51) - (e2)) = (f3 [(T1 )-l(u')] ) + (f4 [[u'])"
Eqs. (5) and (6) indicate that the displacement rates between the r-f and
references axes can be obtained by instrumenting a trans£ormation between
the mechanical-axis and reference-axis coordinate system and by sensing
the relative (with respect to the mechanical axis) or absolute (with
(_)
respect to the reference axis) displacement rates at the structural junctions.
3.0 CONTROL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Neglecting structural damping, the coordinate forces and torques, P,
at the structural junctions (in Figure F-l) can be expressed in matrix
forms
(P) : (_)(.) . (M) (_'), (s)
where (K) and (M) are the displacement and mass matrices for the antenna
structure.
If position and velocity feedback loops are used between the r-f and
reference axes then (P) is also given by,
(P) = [((O 1) - (02)) i - ((O 1 ) - (O2))o](G 1)
+ _((01 ) - (_2))i - ((01) - (02))o](G2), (9)
where the subscripts i and o refer to the input and output respectively,
and (G 1) and (G 2) are the feedback and controller gain (matrix) functions.
Thus the collection of forces and torques, (P), as caused by struc-
tural spring and inertial forces, are nominally equal to the amplified,
actuating (velocity and position) error functions.
Equating Eqs. (8) and (9), and using Eqs. (3), (5), and (6),
[((el) - (e2))i - (fl E(T)-I("'])] (G1)
[(T)-l(u')]) _ (f4[u'])] (62)
(u')). (10)
÷ (((el) - (_2))i - (f_
: (_) (_') ÷ (K) ((T) -I
A block diagram of the system described by Eq. (1)) is shown in
Figure F-2. In addition to the feedback of ((e 1) - (02)) and ((01) - (02))
subsidiary feedback loops for ((0o) - (92))" and ((90) - (91 ) may be
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considered.
The control system is to pr/marily function in a position control mode.
However, the performance of the control system in slew/rig, tracking and
slave modes of operation may also be investigated per the above.
4.0 METHOD OF ANALYSIS
For given /nputs, ((81 ) - ((82))i, and ((el) - (G2))i, Eq. (10) nomi-
nally represents a set of simultaneous (linear) differential equations
describing u and , the three linear and three angular displacements and
displacement rates at each structural junction.
Since the structure to be considered may have on the order of a
hundred structural junctions (and each junction has six degrees of freedom)
it xs evident that generalized and rigorous solutions for u (or u )
represent a formidable undertaking. However, if only the first primary
modes of oscillation are considered then the complexity of the problem is
reduced by at least an order of magnitude.
The computational time constants, as for fl to f4 and the transfor-
mations (T), in Figure F-2, may be considered neglegible compared to ex-
pected system response rates.
With solutions for u" and _0 it is possible through the procedure
indicated by Eqs. (5) and (7) to determine the controlled variable at the
output, ((81) (92)) 0 and ((_i) - (_2))o. Thus the input-output charac-
teristics can be examined in both the t/me and frequency domains.
Externally induced force and thermal fields will act to perturb the
input-output relationship in the control system.
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